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'Reagan guzzles" just doesn't sound right
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Shepherd School location raises questions
by Shelley Fukl
Placement of the new Shepherd
School of Music has raised questions
about relocation of the fields used by
the Marching Owl Band, physical
education classes, and intramural and
other recreational sports.
MOB Director Ken Dye, Intramural Director Lisa Widner, and Hally
Poindexter, professor of human performance and health sciences, each
say they have not been told the exact
location of the building, and each has
expressed concern about relocation of
their facilities.
"The building will be located in
line with Lovett Hall and Fondren
Library, west of Alumni Drive, approximately even with the gym," said
Vice President for Administration
William Akers. That area is now the
rugby
field.
'
Construction is set to start in midsummer, and the target completion is
the summer of 1990, Akers said.
The new Shepherd School building
will be behind the MOB field, but

Akers said the MOB will eventually
have to be moved.
"We have no plans to displace the
MOB immediately, but if they can't
use the field during construction, we
will have to move them sooner than
expected," he said.
Dye said he is unsure about the
future relocation of the practice site.
"Our concern is that the field be
close enough that we don't have to
have a bus to get our instruments and
equipment to it. We are concerned
that they'll have us use the track stadium, which would take time to walk
to. We don't have a lot of practice
time as it is, "he said. The MOB keeps
its equipment in the basement of the
Rice Memorial Center.
"I just want to make sure that they
don't forget about us and take care of
the students' interests," Dy&said.
Widner said the field is currently
used for intramural softball, as well as
club soccer, powderpuff and free recreational use.
"It is the only field with a sprinkler
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The location of the new Shepherd School building
system. It is a good field, and it has the expansion of the university, evenbeen worked on. It is one of our better tually there will be no available recreational fields and that Rice, like
fields," Widner said.
She expressed concern that with some other schools, will have to resort
to off-campus facilities for intramural
sports.
"I'll get students to push for another field. I don't think a lot of
by Anu Bajaj
Each panelist began the debate people realize how big our program is
The panelists who were not in favor
with a five-minute opening state- for the size of the school," Widner
Students and faculty packed the of affirmative action or an Office of
ment After the opening statements, said.
Baker College library for three and a Minority Affairs per se were Ecohalf hours Wednesday night to dis- nomics professor Bob Brito, Brown Kopplin opened up the floor for disPoindexter said she is "not
cussion and quesions from the audicuss the need for an Office'of Minor- freshman and Rice Republican memity Affairs, affirmative action, and the ber Kevin Yankowsky, and Jones ence.
status of minorities at Rice. Although College member David Russell, who
In his opening statement, Davidson
there were dissenters among those at sparked a series of letters to the reiterated that the Office of Minority
the debate, the general consensus of
Thresher after he wrote about his
Affairs would assist in recruitment of
the audience was that there was a need views on the minority affairs office.
minorities, counsel minorities,
for an Office of Minority Affairs and
Grob and Wolin both agreed with change Rice's image, and encourage
by Jeff Solochek
that racism exists at Rice.
Kopplin, acknowledging that there is programs and ventures that deal with
Vice President for Student Affairs
Baker College President Andy
a racial problem at Rice.
ethnic diversity and minority cultures
Ronald Stebbings will modify the
Kopplin, who moderated the debate,
Grob said, "The very fact that in in the world today.
current alcohol policy by making
said, "There was a general agreement 1987 we have a panel discussion on
McVea also said that more cultural
that there is some latent racism at this type of small step says something awareness was needed , and that bartenders responsible for all identification checks and by implementing a
Rice, and the debate discussed vari- right there."
awareness could be achieved through
system of student monitors at all Rice
ous ways to solve this problem."
Wolin said an "unconscious ra- the Office of Minority Affairs. "There
social events at which alcohol is
The panelists in the discussion cism" exists at Rice. "You sanction a is a serious lack of awareness of the
served. The changes follow recomrepresented both sides of the issue. minority organization for the sake of lifestyles and needs of various culmendations made October 29 by the
Panelists included Sociology profes- promoting equality and egalitarian- tural groups at Rice," he said. McVea
Alcoholic Beverage Policy Advisory
sor Chandler Davidson, Black Stu- ism which are the goals of democratic also pointed out that this lack of
Committee.
dent Union President Steve McVea,
society," he said.
awareness causes non-minorities to
Stebbings said it is likely that the
and History professor Richard Wolin.
Baker co-master Sue Mcintosh lose something as well.
recommendation for student moniThese panelists supported the need proposed the debate, and Kopplin
Brito, Yankowsky, and Russell
for an Office of Minority Affairs and followed up on the idea, organizing dealt with the problem of affirmative tors will become policy on a trial basis
as early as next semester, and the
affirmative action.
and moderating the debate.
see Professors, page 7
identification checking recommendation has already been put into effect.
The recommendation specifies that
identification must be checked at the
point of service "by a qualified bartender who actually serves the alcohol." This new interpretation regarding identification checks complies
with Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission regulations and has recendy been put in effect at Rice.
Texas state identification is still the
only acceptable form of identification
on campus.
The second recommendation, proposed by Lovett President Glenn E.
Dukes and Wiess President Bill
Davis, SA Senate representative tq,
the advisory committee, involves
sending student monitors to events
where alcohol is served to report on
compliance with the alcohol policy.
The monitors, according to Gerry
Jump, co-master of Lovett College
and member of the advisory commitA tractor clears space for the new walkways between the Rice Memorial Center and Herring Hall. Construction has been
tee, would be responsible students
in progress during the last week on sidewalks in front of the Ley Wing of the RMC as well.
—D. Kelley
selected on an individual basis by the

Minorities debate animated

pleased" at the prospect of losing the
field, which is used for golf classes.
"We will miss it sorely. It is one of
only two good fields that we have.
The important thing is that we have
comparable fields. Any field that is
taken must be replaced in kind," she
said.
"The fields are multi-purpose —
playing, instruction, recreation. The
university might not see these as
see Good, page 8

Monitors, ID process
part of policy change

New footpaths

masters and presidents of the separate
colleges. None of the students would
know the names of other students
selected. A list of the monitors would
be sent to the Office of Student Affairs, which would be responsible for
running the program.
When an event is scheduled, Stebbings' office willcontact four of the
monitors who are not members of the
sponsoring organization and ask them
to attend and submit VP him a written
general report which outlines the
general compliance with the alcohol
policy. Jump said that with the individual anonymous reports and the
campus police reports, discrepancies
in the description of the event can be
avoided.
Unlike the rejected checklist program using campus police as monitors, the reports will take into account
responses to noncompliance with the
policy. "There could be evidence of
underage drinking, a negative check.
However, the event could still be in
the spirit of the policy if the host acted
quickly and appropriately. It was
therefore felt that a more subjective
system of analysis was needed,"
see Proposal, page 6
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Censorship sucks
In a spasm of censorship, numerous newspapers across the country
removed the third comic strip in this week's "Bloom County" series,
which would have run Wednesday in daily papers. Several publications
cancelled their subscriptions to the cartoon entirely. The Houston Post
and the Dallas Morning News are among the papers which pulled
Wednesday's strip.
What's causing the commotion? Berke Breathed, the strip's creator,
used the word "sucks." (See page five if you hunger to see Breathed's
profanity in all its uncensored glory).
According to A1 Leeds, sales manager for the company that syndicates the strip, editors who object to the word are "thinking back to the
original meaning,"—a synonym for oral sex. Leeds explains that
Breathed means to use the term in its "common usage, which comes
from 'sucks eggs.'"
Why the moral hair-splitting? In areas that are hardly demonstrably
obscene, editors ought not to censor Breathed's work.
Trivial censorship typically becomes capricious. In their wire story
explaining why they censored "Bloom County," the Post used the word
"sucks" no less than nine times.
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Release comments
The last week of classes is fast approaching, and with it comes the
time for this semester's round of teaching evaluations. While these
evaluations are undoubtedly valuable to both students and professors,
there are some problems with them. The foremost of these is that the
numerical data from the evaluations is emphasized too much.
Student evaluate professors with both numerical rankings and written comments to explain those rankings. In recent semesters, the
Thresher has drawn some criticism by listing the ten highest- and
lowest-ranked professors, based purely on numerical data. This criticism may be justified, yet the Thresher is only partly to blame. We
report the only information availible.
Because the Committee on Undergraduate Teaching releases only
the numerical data from the evaluations, the Thresher—and interested
students—cannot obtain the written part of the evaluations, the part of
the evaluation designed to tell the story that numbers alone cannot
Withholding the written comments is a grave mistake.
By releasing only the numerical half of the evaluation, the Committee encourages the assumption that the numbers do tell the whole story.
Worse, the numbers alone assume a kind of scientific authority, making
differences of one-hundredth of a point seem important and causing too
much confidence to statistical rankings.
We urge the Committee to release the written comments.

The minority debate
The passion and number of speakers at Wednesday night's debate
over the Minority Affairs Office and racism at Rice should erase all
doubt that racial problems exist at this university.
Students offered plenty of examples of racial problems here and
voiced strong support and numerous reasons for the office.
Some of the speakers Wednesday noted that they felt good the concerns expressed finally were out in the open. The fact that the concerns
of minorities here have taken so long to be formally and thoroughly
expressed is the best demonstration of the need for a Minority Affairs
Office.
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Post-Reagan America arrives
"Who's in Charge?" asked the cover
of Monday's Time Magazine. A good
question. Liberals have long complained about Reagan's inability to
deal with the serious issues America
faces, but now most conservatives
agree. Even Bob Dole, the Senate
Republican leader, is pleading: "We
need some leadership, and it's got to
come from the President."
The nation has always liked to laugh
at Reagan's antics—his justifications
of $400 Defense Department bolts,
his comparisons of policy problems
to old movies, his declaring ketchup a
vegetable—as if they didn't reflect
upon the President's ability to govern.
"Sure he does some stupid things," a
typical 1984 voter might have said.
"But the fact is he must know something about governing the country.
Look at all the prosperity he brought
about."

SPANNING THE HEDGES

by Michael Raphael
Reagan's skeptics, a minority at the
time, wondered whether the President
himself actually could claim much
credit for any success our country
had. We never saw evidence that
Reagan has any significant grasp of
the issues.
Today, few people hold that Reagan
is offering the nation bold leadership,
or even that he truly understands the
issues our country faces. Reagan's
shortcomings have ceased to be a
laughing matter, as people realize
they cut far deeper than an aging man
who snores during cabinet meetings
or a Supreme Court nominee who
smoked a few funny-shaped cigarettes.
The Reagan economic theory (read:

borrow and spend) is self-destructing.
Liberals have known this for a long
time. If taxes are dangerous and federal deficits harmless, as Reagan used
to love telling us, then why not take
Reaganomics to its logical conclusion: forget taxes altogether, borrow
everything, and spend it all?
Clearly Reaganomics is unacceptable beyond a point Even Reagan
finally admits America is far beyond
this point, now that the government
shells out three-quarters of its annual
borrowing ($160 billion) just to pay
interest on the debt.
But eveiTthough Reagan seems to
have a vague sense that a problem
exists, he still doesn't understand its
see President's, page 4

Writers complain about survey
To the editor:
This letter is for everyone who has
ever drunk underage, tried illegal
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drugs, or feels sympathy towards civil
disobediance:
The drug survey which the Task
Force on Substance Abuse is conducting is a sham. Not only is it a
political power move, disguised as an
anonymous sociological survey, but
we believe that it is in your best interest to misrepresent yourself in answering it, in an attempt to invalidate
it. These are harsh claims, but we
believe they are justified.
The purpose of educating the students in responsible use of alcohol
and drugs is one thing, but a survey
based on the assumption that all
drinking and drug use is bad is quite
another. The quantities of alcohol and
drugs used is basically the only concern (on a survey sent out on the same
day as Night of Decadence with questions like "How many beers have you
drunk in the last seven aays?").
Quantity alone tells nothing. Two
beers a day is considered healthy, but
fourteen in one night is not.
In addition, the question dealing
with the extent of actual problems
seems to encourage misuse: "Does
any of your close friends have a drinking/drug problem?" (If, for example,
only 5 people had a problem and they
were known by many, 60 percent of
the respondents might say "Definitely
Yes." But 60 percent is a mighty

THRESHING IT OUT

letters to the editor
number compared to 2 percent).
If the administration believes there
are any drug or alcohol problems at
Rice, it should attempt to increase
awareness, not ask students if they
would like awareness increased.
A real sociological survey is designed to collect information for academic purposes,„ to find out how
people feel and act. Here is a survey
which focuses solely on acts and is not
neutral at all but carried under the
auspices of the Task Force on Substance Abuse, which pledges to act
upon it. The alcohol survey of two
years'ago was not like this.
Inevitably, this action will take the
form of increased repression. It will
be held up to justify any actions the
Task Force or the Administration
may take: from having 21+ TGs and
parties to banning alcohol at them altogether. The point here is not to advocate drinking underage but to point
to the incursion of policing into our
private lives, demanding "honesty"
and then possibly abusing this knowledge. If 60 percent of the respondents
said they had tried mariajuana in the
last year, for example, would Rice be
see Drug, page 4
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UT long distance phone thieves face ultimatum
University of Texas at Austin students have
until November 20 to turn themselves in for
using phone codes illegally.
After that date, Metromedia Long Distance
Company (also called LDS) "may File criminal
or civil charges against the students it has identified as abusing the long-distance service,"
reports The Daily Texan.
Students turning themselves in must sign a
statement saying "Yes, I have made illegal calls,
and yes, I will pay for those calls." Students who
do this receive a guarantee that LDS will not file
criminal charges against them.
LDS made it clear that it knew of at least 40
students having access codes that live in Jester
dorm, which houses over 3000 students. There
have been indications that afraternitywill turn
itself in under the provisions of the company's
offer. In fact, a person representing about 150
fraternity students has contacted LDS in response to the amnesty offer, which was announced on November 1.
UT students are urged, through newspaper
advertisements, to call LDS toll-free to turn
themselves in.
At both Texas Tech and North Texas State
Universties, 1,100 students turned themselves
in last year when MCI Telecommunications ran
a similar amnesty program. Also, one Sam
Houston University student, who failed to turn
himself in after the amnesty program had expired, was eventually placed on a five year
probation.

BEYOND THE HEDGES
by Mary Ashkar
Vilmure, a 1987 Harvard graduate, has published his first book.
Vilmure's book, Life in the Land of the Living, "has already received resounding critical
acclaim for his book," according to The Harvard
Crimson. The novel "traces two teenaged brothers from a broken home who steal food from a
restaurant, escape a bloody brawl and witness a
murder in one incredible night."
A Tampa, Florida, resident, Vilmure wrote
most of his novel during the summers of 1984
and 1985. Vilmure revised the work during his
sophomore year and sent it to Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc. which agreed to publish it. Life was published earlier this year and appeared in bookstores on October 21.
Vilmure attended Loyola University in New
Orleans for two years before transfering to
Harvard. At Harvard, Vilmure wrote for both
The Crimson and The Advocate, crediting Harvard for improving his literary background.
Vilmure claims, however, that creative writing cannot be taught. The young author claims,
"You can write a lot, and quantity can mean
quality, but you really can't teach it."

Brown pyromaniac
A senior has been given a university sanction,
the harshest penalty short of suspension, for
possession of fireworks in his room, according
to The Brown Daily Herald.
The unidentified student admitted to setting
fireworks in mid-SepteiUfcer while under the
influence of alcohol. "That night, 34 firecrackers and 52 bottle rockets were confiscated from
his room," officials said.
Further investigation indicated that the

Young author
Only four months after graduation, Daniel
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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student's behavior had not been laudatory in the
past and that he had had two previous run-ins
withthepolice and campus security. In 1986, the
student, along with "a group of non-Brown
students, attempted to remove a flag from Delta
Upsilon which they claimed was a communist
flag."
That incident was written off as an infraction
by two fraternities.
Ln April, the student was reported for bad
mouthing fire department officials when fire
alarms had gone off in his dorm. Many other
students were involved so the student "fell
through the cracks" instead of being arrested.
Referring to the student as lucky, the University Council on Student Affairs has taken the
chance to "stop the student in his tracks and give
him a warning." If the student breaks any more
rules before graduation, he will be suspended;
meanwhile, "his parents have been notified of
the university sanction and he was referred for
alcohol counseling."

admitted was predictable. According to his formula, "the number of acceptances is about six
times the square root of the number of Asian
American applicants."
In 1976, the number of Asian applications
was 217 of which 94 were accepted; last year
259 out of 1597 applicants were admitted. With
fluctuations in acceptancefromyear to year, one
student voiced his concern claiming that the
"admissions office needs to account for these
patterns."
Director of Admission Margit Dahl states that
"the decrease in the rate of admission of Asian
American applicants is due to the astronomical
increase in the number of Asian Americans
without a similar increase in the size of the
freshperson class."

U of H soaps
University of Houston is beginning its second
season of producing a soap opera, according to
the Daily Cougar.

Yale orientals
Over the years,the number of Asian American admissions to Yale University has not increased proportionately with the number of applications.
In the last fifteen years, the number of Asian
American applicants has increased more than
seven-fold whereas the number of admissions
has less than tripled, reports The Yale Daily
News. Although the Asian applications are read
a third time, along with the files of children of
alumni and athletes, "the percentage of Asian
American applicants accepted is actually lower
than the percentage of the entire application
pool."
Mike Yeh, a former member of the studentrun Minority Admissions Advisory Committee,
claimed that the amount of Asian Americans

Student Union, which airs on some local cable
services, is estimated to attract 100 to 150 viewers per episode. This years executive producer,
David Cochran, intends to "make people more
aware of the program by using higher production values and better performances."
Last year's storyline featured a huge student
election and a murder trial. "As the season
progressed, story lines got a little bit out of
hand," Cochran said.
This year, Cochran wants the show to concentrate on relationships between characters, "dealing with emotional developments instead of a
great amount of sensationalism."
Some of the planned storylines: A student discovers he is adopted and a professor turns out to
be his long-lost father. A professor is found
murdered and a large-scale search is organized
to find him.
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Library renovations bring a schedule of changes
To the editor:
In the spring of 1986, the Board of Governors
authorized the funding of two projects to begin
correcting library deficiencies: renovation of
the old part of the building and replacement of
the 1948 heating and air exchange system.
The following is a schedule of activity which
you should be aware of and, whenever possible,
plan around in your use of the facility and
collections. This schedule is subject to change
by the contractor.
Until November 23: Asbestos will be removed from the southeast comer of the base-
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ment and from the sub-basement. Because of the
work in the latter area, the air handlers for the old
part of the building will be shut down. Air
conditioning and heating will be available on all
floors of the back "new" wing of the building.
December 1-4: Technical Processing will be
moved to the basement.
December 5-6: The building will have no
telephone service, because the main panel board

Drug survey questions
could lead to crackdown
continued from page 2
able to avoid acting on this? Perhaps the administration would search all the dorm rooms like a
high school principal searches lockers.
Anyone who, having studied available information, chooses to engage in an illegal activity
has reason to mislead enforcement agencies.
The poor man who steals food to feed his family
should not fill out a survey honestly stating
where and what kind of food he steals.
If he realizes that this survey is not concerned
with why he steals, but only in preventing him
from doing so, he should mislead them and
answer falsely in an attempt to break the
survey' s value as well as to protect himself. The
existence of the survey is a threat to him because
it does not address the important issues, such as
why he steals at all. He would also have reason
to hope that others who sympathize with him
would misrepresent themselves as well.
Like the poor man, the underage drinker points
directly to himself when he says he is 20 (meaning he could drink last year) and has gotten
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drinks at parties, bars, in rooms, etc. The Administration has stated that it wants to prevent
underage drinking, and this survey will help
them stop him, the honest underage drinker.
When the survey is itself dishonorable, the
Honor Code has no place. The response should
be to rethink the survey.
For this reason we ask first that the Task Force
or, hopefully, the Sociology department withdraw the survey.
The issues of privacy of information and use of
it are glossed over here. The possibilities of
abuse imply a police state which has no place on
campus. Hopefully this plan will work and perhaps a real information survey can be done in the
future, one which addresses questions of "why"
as well as ones of "how much." This will be one
in which we will want to participate.

has to be moved Database searches will be
performed on those days in PatMartin's Office
of Student Advising, Ley Student Center betweenl2-5 p.m. Saturday and 3-4 p.m. Sunday.
December 7-January 5: The space in the
basement currently occupied by the Office of
Continuing Studies will be transformed into a
temporary site for the new Center for Scholarship and Information, which will house the
audiovisual equipment and collection, fifteen
Mac's and 4 pc's, a small software collection,
and assorted printers.
December 7-17: The former Technical Processing area in the back wing of thefirstfloor
will be a temporary Reference Room. This will
require new shelving, moving the card catalog,
and eventually the books and furniture which
are in the current Reference Room.
December 18-22: Asbestos will be removed
from the first floor exhibit corridor and the
south mezzanine balcony. This space and the
present Reference Room will be closed to the
public until completion of the renovation project.
December 18-31: The circulation desk and

the reference desk will be moved to the north end
of the card catalog area. More public IJBRIS terminals will be installed.
January 2, 1988: The entrance way between
the first floor lobby and the old reference/circulation area will be closed for the duration of the
project. Thefrontentrance will remain open. The
first floor rear entrance in the middle of the back
wing of the building will be opened to the public
during building hours. This means during the
spring there will be two first floor entrances.
January 2-August 1, 1988: The south side of
the first floor and the south mezzanine balcony
will be closed for renovation.
May 9-August 1,1988: The front entrance will
be closed for renovation of the entrance lobby.
I welcome suggestions for facilitating your
use of the building and collection. The discoihfort and dislocation will be of short duration, and
the results will be a facility which will better
utilize space and which will offer a more comfortable environment for work and study.
Samuel M. Carrington, J r .
University Librarian

President's hypocrisy
of his decline

degree either, and his statement raises some
doubt concerning whether he even passed thirdgrade math. During his presidency, the government has racked up $1.4 trillion in deficits,
compared with less than one trillion during the
previous 200 years. Moreover, Congress has
allowed him less money than he requested in his
Joe Dumit, SRC '89
budgets. And if Congress hadn't passed a tax
Wendy Erisman, Lovett '88
increase in 1982 over Reagan's strenuous objecCarrie McClintock, Lovett '88
tions, the deficits would be far higher.
Erin Blair, Weiss '88
Not only does Reagan refuse to compromise to
BY GARRY TRUDEAU reduce the deficit, he won't compromise on other
things either. Take the Supreme Court vacancy:
though the Democrats have a clear majority in the
NO WAY,
MR. SLACK
YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE TO DO
MEYER? YOUR GOVERNOR!
BUSINESS WITHME, GOVERNOR!
Senate, Reagan has twice nominated justices
LITTLE PROTESTNOT WITH
I HATE TO SOUND SMUG, BUT
based on pig-headed partisanship.
IS OVER. TIME THE WHOLE
FROM UUHERE I'M SITTING...
...LM
Had he begun by nominating a mainstream
TO COME
/ WORLD
HOLDING
conservative,
the Seriate surely would have apOUT.
WATCH
ALL THE
proved the nomination. But the vote to defeat
ING!
CARDS!
Robert Bork showed just how combative the
\
President is trying to be. Is Reagan the President
of the United States, or of the right wing?
Reagan again showed extremism by nominating Douglas Ginsberg, a man who agreed with
Reagan's ideology, but who practically everyone
except the President agreed is unqualified to be
on the Court. Ginsberg didn't even receive the
American Bar Association's highest rating.
The Ginsberg nomination is especially ironic
because the issue that caused Reagan's second
ALL HOPES FOR A
WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW IN
My
YOU KNOW, YOU'RE Supreme Court candidate to withdraw is exactly
NEGOTIATED SETTLE SIPE THE MINIMUM SECURITY
RIGHTS PAMN LUCKY THIS
the one Reagan used to claim to lead the fight
Mm WERE SHATTERED COMPOUND IS ANYONE'S
PLEASE. ISNT ROBERT BORK'S against—drug abuse. You can bet that if Jimmy
WHEN STATE POLICE
GUESS, INCLUDING THIS
' AMERICA
Carter had nominated a justice who smoked
STORMED THE PRISONS
REPORTER'S/
marijuana and has a wife who performed aborKEPWOOP FENCES.
tions, the "War on Drugs" President would have
joined an outraged pack of conservatives in
forming an "impeach Carter" lynch mob.
Such hypocrisy has always been Reagan's hallmark. He talks of fighting crime while Presidential aide after aide faces criminal indictment. He
supports school prayer while rarely attending
church. He decries deficit spending while he
doubles the national debt. He talks of smaller
government while lobbying for more and more of
it in our private lives.
It used to be that no one cared about his shallowI HOPE
THE GUARDS.
NO MORE
YEAH?WELL ness. For the first six years it seemed Reagan had
THEY'LL BE
IN THE
REPRISAL'S
WHY
DAIQUIRIS
YOU CAN
all the luck. In the few cases where things didn't
OKAY. /
HANPBALL
WOULDN'T ARB ALU/AYS
ON MY SHIFT, KISS YOUR
go
well, Reagan could just go on TV all mistyA REAL POSCOURTS,
THEY BE,
JACK!
CHRISTMAS
SIBILITY..,
SIR?
SIR.
'
BONUS GOOD eyed and talk about the "spirit of America" exemplified in some poor kid who had just won the
New York lottery. His popularity ratings would
shoot up.
Now the Iran-Contra affair, the Bork defeat, the
stock market crash, the growing deficit, his many
indicted aides, and the Ginsberg nomination,
have combined to show Reagan for what he is.
Congressman and citizens aren't impressed by
what they see. The result? No one takes our President seriously anymore.
Make no mistake, we are in the Post-Reagan
era—but with the man himself still in office.
continued from page 2
nature. In his recent press conference, Reagan
blamed the deficit on "more than half a century" of Democratic domination in Congress.
"They have followed, beginning with what
they called the Keynesian Theory, deficit
spending...I think I'd like to point out that
Maynard Keynes didn't even have a degree in
economics."
Reagan obviously doesn't have a economics
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Rice voting precinct election results released
by Kurt Moeller
The small number of students and
faculty who turned out for last week's
elections at Rice voted for pari-mutuel betting at Texas racetracks. They
also elected George Greanias to the
city controller's post and re-elected
Kathy Whitmire to her fourth term as
mayor.
More than 87 percent of Rice students voted to re-elect Whitmire. ExRice professor Greanias easily won
the city controller's post, with 90
percent of the Rice vote.
There will be a runoff between
Cathy Mincberg and Vince Ryan for
the District C council seat that Greanias vacated. Mincberg, the leader in
the race, captured 42.6 percent of

Rice votes, and Ryan received 13.04
percent However, Barbara Goldfield
received 30.43 percent of the Rice
vote, although Harris county voters
gave Ryan approximately 20 percent
of the total votes.
All 13 incumbent city councilmen
won re-election.
Of the people voting at Rice, 55
percent voted for allowing pari-mutuel racing in Texas on a local option
basis. 57% of all county voters and 56
percent of all Texas voters approved
racing.
Unlike most other Texas voters, 63
percent of Rice voters and 55 percent
of Harris County voters wanted an
appointed, instead of elected, state
education board. Only 48 percent of

voting Texans were for the proposition, with the strongest opposition
coming in rural counties.
These two issues were the major
ones an a ballot that included 25
Texas Constitutional Amendments.
Despite the many statewide issues
and local offices on the ballot, few
Rice students voted in last week's
elections.
Only 21 percent of registered voters in the Rice precinct voted, compared to 35 percent for all of Harris
County. This is much lower than the

that number to about 40. Ideally, the
eight colleges will be grouped into
pairs, and 10 students will be selected
from each pair of colleges. Faculty
associates from the different colleges
will provide research opportunities
for the students enrolled and will
advise them on their various projects.
The foundation was concerned
about the decline in the number of
students interested in pursuing academic careers. Last year, they solicited 39 research universities to submit
grants for money to be used for programs like the Baker one which
would encourage such an interest.
Rice was one of only ten schools to
receive one of these grants, said Baker
co-master Rod Mcintosh, who helped
draw up the grant application and has
helped run the course in the past. He
said Rice received the full amount
requested.
Concerns over declining interest in
teaching and research over the past 30
years have been verified by a Phi Beta
Kappa survey of the number of graduate students continuing on to academic careers. In the 1950's, the figure was 19 percent. The number
climbed to 24 percent in the 1960's
but dropped to 8 percent in the 1970's.
The survey predicted a figure of less
than five percent in the 1980's.
Mcintosh thinks the new expanded
course could help to change those
statistics, but he hopes students will
be excited rather than intimidated by
such a program.

Peace Corps staffers
to talk with students
Three representatives from the
Peace Corps are visiting the Rice
campus to talk to interested students.
From 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. today, the
Peace Corps will hold an information
table in the Rice Memorial Center and
on-campus interviews in the Career
Planning and Placement Office. To
attract students, the Peace Corps has
begun an overseas internship program for undergraduates, a ROTClike scholarship program, and a recently-approved provision to forgive
up to 20 percent of student loans
(NDSL) awarded after June 1987.
The Peace Corps works in developing countries to help people meet their
needs in education, food production,
health care, water, sanitation, *id
other areas.
To staff their projects, the Peace
Corps relies on Americans who volunteer to spend two years in developing countries.

There are 5,000 Peace Corps volunteers, and the Peace Corps is trying
to raise that number to 10,000 in the
next decade.
Over 97 Rice graduates have
served with the Peace Corps, including six who are currently serving in
Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the
Pacific.
More than 29 percent of volunteers
work as teachers and educators. Math
and science teachers are in high demand in developing countries.
Most countries request an undergraduate degree or minor in the field,
and some require a teaching certificate as well.
Science graduates may also qualify
for volunteer programs in fisheries
and agriculture.
Congress supports the Peace
Corps, and has approved a supplemental budget increase in annual
funding.

ation.
The lack of any exciting races and
of any national elections were major
factors in lowering the turnout at
Rice's precinct.
Fewer people usually vote in nonpresidential election years, especially
odd-numbered ones. The 1987 Harris
County turnout was less than half the
turnout in 1984.
Warren Redlich, a Hanszen senior,
explained, "In local elections, people
perceive the impact of their vote to be
less to them than the cost of voting."

by Berke Breathed
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Course expanded
with Ford fund aid
by Elise Perachio
A $100,000 grant from the Ford
Foundation will enable Baker College to expand its honor course in
undergraduate research to the university level.
The grant will fund the program for
the next three years, after which the
university will pay for the course
from the president's discretionary
fund for the improvement of undergraduate education.
According to Baker master Rod
Mcintosh, the grant will be used to
"strengthen the engagement of the
faculty in teaching, to give the students an intimate view of the professorate, and to expose our best undergraduates to the rewards of research
and teaching."
The grant will be used for research
trips, publishing of papers, and other
aspects of projects as well as for a
lecture series for the university on
research and teaching related subjects.
Beginning next fall, the expanded
course will run for two semesters. The
first semester will include lectures by
college associates. The second
semester, students will present their
research projects to the members of
their respective colleges. Throughout
the year, the college pairs will organize into discussion groups, probably
at meal times, said Mcintosh.
Previously, only 14 students were
enrolled in the course. With the expansion, Mcintosh hopes to increase

79 percent turnout at the Rice precinct
for the 1984 Presidential election.
Nationwide, the 18 to 24 age group
is the least likely to vote.
The large geographic diversity of
Rice students is a major reason why
few are interested in local and state
politics, and not many voted this year.
Out-of-state students make up 53
percent of the freshman class.
Although Rice students do live in
Houston most of the year, many feel
they are in a state of transition and will
not remain in Houston after gradu-
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UH football team
could play at Rice

Inside Rice stadium

Who's Who honors announced
Fifty-four Rice University students have been selected to appear in
the 1988 edition of Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. They were chosen from a sizable number of juniors,
seniors, and graduate students nominated by masters, departments, administrators, and other students. The
recipients were notified of the honor
this week; certificates will be
awarded through the colleges and the
Office of Graduate Programs.
The Who's Who Board designated Rice's quota of recipients based
on current enrollment. As stipulated
in the Student Association
Constitution, a committee of administrators, faculty, and students selected the recipients, considering
scholarship, service, and leadership.

colleges and include three graduate
students.
This year's selections are: John
Andrew Abikhaled; M. Sofia
Adrogue; Paul J. Buenaflor; Teresa
D. Canfield; Michael D. Capistran;
Jorge L. Contreras; Lawrence Charles Cowsar; Laurel Dawn Cronk;
William A. Davis; Tri Anh Dinh
Laura J. Dresser; Glenn E. Dukes
Benita M. Falls; Edith Lee Feldman
Stephanie Fiorenza; Gerald Fowler
Kevin M. Gass; Stacy B. Gistrap; Carl
Gooch; Lisa Gray; Spencer H.
Greene.
Others included Colvin Guy Hardin; Gregory R. Heath; Timothy M.
IE; Jessica Harrison Howard; Tanya
Huang; Janet Lee Jackson; Todd
Richard Jones; Andy Karsner; Andrew D. Kopplin; Charles C.

ONE-STOP
COPY SHOP
W e copy, collate, bind, staple, fold, cut,
drill, a n d pad.
W e make e n l a r g e m e n t s , reductions,
transparencies, a n d overlays.
W e have typewriters, layout facilities, and
design assistance.
W e take passport and I.D. photos.
W e sell paper, pens, tape, and other office
supplies.
W e are o p e n early, o p e n late, and o p e n
weekends.
W e are y o u r one-stop c o p y shop.

kinko's
Great copies. Great people. *

2368 Rice Blud.
In The Village
521-9465

Open 24 Hours

Krusekopf; Michelle R. LaFoe; Anna
M. Lukaszewski; NamidBadruMangalji; Ann Y. Marley; Ryan O'Neill
McDonald; Karen Nickel; Anuradha
Rao; Laura E. Reece; Gregg S. Robins; Valerie Ann Rohy; Jerry
Roznovsky; Jacob B. Rue, V; Gwen
Johnson Samora; Signy F. Schou;
Amy C. Schwendimann; Kim-Huong
Thi Tran; Ewen Y. Tseng; Harold C.
Turner; George W. Webb; Shana de
Sousa Pontes Wellborn; Theodore J.
Westerheide; and Sheryl L. Wilkins.

by Michele Wucker
If lease negotiations with the Houston Sports Association fail, the University of Houston football team may
consider using Rice Stadium, according to UH Athletic Director Rudy
Davalos. However, Davalos said he is
"optimistic" about negotiations for
renewing the Cougars' lease at the
Astrodome.
The Cougars' present lease at the
Astrodome expires at the end of this
football season.
Davalos said he has spoken "casually" with Rice Associate Athletic
Director Bobby May about moving
the Cougars to the stadium. "I have
talked to Bobby May very casually
this summer, and he asked me if we'd
consider playing there," said Davalos.
May was unavailable for comment
but told the Houston Post, "If they
really wanted to move over here, I
think we could make the financial
arrangement to allow t h a t "
When the Houston Oilers negotiated a more favorable contract at the
Astrodome after they threatened to
move to Jacksonville, Florida, UH
officials became more optimistic
about the prospects for a better lease
for the Cougars, according to Davalos.
Davalos said he hopes negotiations
will be completed by January at the
earliest, and February at the latest.
"We're hoping that we would be
treated comparably to the Oilers," he
said.

Under the Cougars' present lease,
the school pays HS A15 percent of the
first $66,000 in ticket sales and 10
percent of the rest of sales. The university receives nothing from parking, concessions, and advertising
revenues.
Davalos would not comment on
any of UH's specific goals in reaching
an agreement on a new lease. "Wejust
want to be treated equally," he said.
He said that if UH could not reach
an agreement with HSA, the Cougars
would consider several options for relocation.
Robertson Stadium, on the UH
campus, does not meet National Collegiate Athletic Association Di^sion
I-A standards for minimum seating. It
is estimated that it could cost up to $20
million to add the 8,000 extra seats to
meet the 30,000 seat minimum. Rice
Stadium, on the other hand, seats
70,000 people.
One of the biggest problems with
bringing the UH team to Rice would
be having two Southwest Conference
teams sharing ahome stadium. In that
situation, one team could be considered the visiting team in its own home
stadium.
During a 15-year period from 1950
to 1965, UH played football at the
Rice Stadium. Davalos said he didn't
know specifics about that arrangement, but did say the games "drew big
crowds."
"There will always be a number of
people who like a certain place, and
those who don't like it," he said.

Brown bathrooms cause problem
by Leigh Anne Duck
Many residents of Brown College
are dissatisfied with the placement of
the bathrooms, but the inconvenience
cannot be remedied until the next academic year. The college, which admitted males for the first time this
year, is trying^o find a solution.
Any solution will probably require
construction in the bathrooms, which
cannot be done until this summer.
"We've got a committee forming a
proposal for next year," said Kim
Miller, who is chairing the committee. "We have to have permanent

proposals for bathroom changes by
December 6."
Currently, the bathrooms on the
third and fourth floors are designated
for male i^e, and those on the second
and fifth floors are for females: These
designations will be reversed next
semester.
Residents are unhappy about having to climb the stairs every time they
wish to use the bathroom, and many
simply go to the one that is nearest, regardless of whether it is meant for
their use. "The court was swamped
with complaints about people using

the wrong bathroom," said Miller.
The bathrooms are meant to be
single-sex, and any offenders of the
policy are subject to fining. "The
Board of Governors has frowned
upon co-ed bathrooms," Miller said.
"Parents were told that the bathrooms would be single-sex, so there's
-really nothing else we can do right
now," said Miller. "People who
didn't like climbing the stairs were
raising a commotion, but it's calmed
down some. The biggest thing that
people keep saying is that this college
was not designed for co-ed living."

Proposal shifts enforcement role
continued from page 1
Davis noted.
Disch said the proposal takes pressure off the campus police and the
college social coordinators as the sole
enforcers of the policy.
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Stebbings agreed, saying the only
way to ensure that the alcohol policy
works is through student compliance
and student monitoring.
James Disch, Richardson College
master and chairman of the advisory
committee, said the policy is not intended to use the monitors to "point
fingers" at specific individuals, but to
make students responsible for their
own actions. "Students are not immune to responsibility once they get
to Rice," Disch said. "We all have to
comply with Rice policy and Texas
law. There's no way around that."
Jump, a member of the original
Alcohol Policy Ad-Hoc Committee,
said the initial objective of the alcohol
policy was student responsibility for
the policy. This proposal, she said,
achieves that objective.
Initial studeriHfeaction to the proposal has been positive. Wiess freshman David French said, "I think it's a.
good idea because it strives for fairness and effectiveness, and reliable
students are a means to that end. Since
nobody will know who the students
[monitors] are, this program keeps the

alcohol policy enforced but doesn't
give an atmosphere of a school administration crackdown that constant
monitoring by campos might."
Lynne Weekes, a Jones senior, said
it shouldn't be the responsibility of
the masters or faculty to enforce the
policy. "It seems to me that the campus police have other things to be concerned with. If the students agree to be
student monitors, I see no problem
with it....I guess that's the only solution," she said.
Jump, Stebbings, and Disch all
stressed the importance of cooperation to make the policy work.
"I believe that of-age students
should be able to drink if they want
to," said Jump. "We came up with as
liberal a policy as possible which
follows the law. Some time soon students need to understand the policy
and make it work,-.or else eventually
we'll need to get rid of it and go di%
with complete enforcement."
Stebbings said, "I don't see a dry
campus on the horizon because I am
optimistic [that students will comply]-"
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Professors, students debate pros and cons of office

Steve McVea, Chandler Davidson, Richard Wolin, and Andy Kopplin at the debate
—D. Kelley
continued from page 1
Russell followed up Clarkson's
the most distasteful exepriences in
action instead of dealing specifically
statement by saying that there was no her life.
with the Office of Minority Affairs.
need for an Office of Minority Affairs
"I feel there is ample evidence to
Both Brito and Yankowsky stated or affirmative action because they
warrant the statement that there is still
that affirmative action was counteroffend people. "The individual is the a great deal of alienation of minority
productive, although they did acsmallest minority that exists, so if you students who encounter a generalized
knowledge that if there was a proven don't lump everybody together nofeeling that they are not welcome,"
need for an Office of Minority Affairs body will get screwed around."
said Davidson.
at Rice, it should be implemented.
Brito stated that such an office
This feeling of not being welcome
is caused by the lack of a strong supYankowsky stated, "People must would be necessary if one could
"demonstrate that there aren't other port group and because Blacks seem
alternatives to meet those special
to occupy the service positions at Rice
needs of minorities."
rather than teaching positions.

"Cultural or
genetic differences hinder the
progress of
minorities"

—Dave Russell
be judged on their merits alone. Affirmative action is counterproductive
because it contributes to the racial
tensions by overcompensating for
past discrimination and causing resentment. Affirmative action promotes the consideration of individuals on the basis of race and sex which
should not even be considered."
Lovett freshman Gavin Clarkson,
who said he was of American Indian
descent, pointed out that affirmative
action doesn't help all minorities
equally. American Indians and other
minorities who aren't as vocal as
blacks don't benefit as much from
affirmative action and other programs
designed to help minorities.
"Affirmative action only seems to
help the majority that are in the minority," said Clarkson.

Wolin stressed the need for an
Office of Minority Affairs with an
illustration of the "unconscious racism" at Rice. Wolin hosted three
Mellon fellows in Black studies in the
past three years. Two of those Mellon
fellows were offered permanent
teaching positions, but both refused
because of the "inhospitable environment to minorities at Rice."
Davidson later followed up this
example with another similar example. In this case, Davidson proposed a teaching job to a former Black
Rice student. This graduate told him
that she could not teach at Rice because her experience here was one of

McVea stressed the importance of
having "an office that provided some
type of counseling for minority students with specific problems."
"I get tired of running around at this
university and seeing Blacks cook the
food and Hispanics clean the place.
I'ld like to see some teaching me in
the classroom for once," said McVea.
Grob pointed out that "Rice has
been far slower than other universities that I know of to add Black faculty. It has also been far slower than
other universities to institute an Office of Minority Affairs."
Grob also said, "Last year, a
Commission on Women was formed

but with none of this fuss. The administration at our university did not
see that we also should have a
commission on minority affairs because there are a significant number
of women on the faculty and no blacks
to raise this kind of issue."
Wolin agreed that the racial environment at Rice lacked diversity.
"Because of the homogeneous environment, the range of opinions is relatively narrow," said Wolin.
Russell created a great deal of resentment in the audience and in his
co-panelists by saying, "Cultural or
genetic differences hinder the progress of minorities." Russell also said,
"The issue is more a psychological
one than an issue of prejudice and
poverty."
Brito spoke after this statement and
stressed that he could not support
such a statement.
Kopplin summarized the debate by
saying, "This is the first time in my
memory that anything like this has
been done. All too often, the colleges
at Rice don't want to take on a cultural, social, or controversial issue.

All too often, debates like this are
confined to the Thresher. The students are interested. I think that this
was a healthy experience for minority
groups to convey their views and for
others to be exposed to these views. I
also think that the colleges should do
more things like this on a regular
basis."
Russell said he wasn't surprised
that the majority of people at the
debate were strongly in favor of the
Office of Minority Affairs. "My
impression of the climate here and at
other universities is very much the
same. I'm trying to talk about principles and individual rights and
they're bringing up emotions and not
staying forward on the stalemate."
Davidson said he thought the debate was beneficial. "I think it is extremely important for people who feel
strongly about an issue to get out and
joust about it in a civilized manner."
"I feel people in favor of the office
may have been overrepresented here.
It's too bad that more of the opposition didn't have the courage of their
convictions to come out here."

-D. Kelley

English professor Alan Grob

SAMMY'S at theRMC
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Mock Beer-Bike race
to raise food money
IN THE COLLEGES

by Anu Bajaj
Baker College will have a mock
Beer-Bike race to raise money for the
Houston Food Bank tomorrow at
2:00. They will be leaving Baker quad
at 1:30.
. The Baker-Jones play, The Three
Sisters, begins on Monday and will
run through Wednesday. It is showing in Jones Commons.
In addition to presenting the play,
Monday is Baker night at the Pub.
Anybody who takes their ticket from
the play to the pub will get a $2.00 discount.
In powderpuff action, Baker plays
Weiss at 10:00 on Saturday and
Hanszen at 3:00 on Sunday.
The Baker men's college football
team plays Hanszen at 11:00 on Saturday.
Brown College will hold its "Fiesta" College Night tonight. There
will be a reception at 5:15 and dinner
at 6:00.
Brown's two one-act melodramas,
Egad, What a Cad and The Great
Western Melodrama, will run next
week from November 18-21.
Brown powderpuff defeated SRC
26-6 and tied Lovett 12-12 last weekend. Next game is Sunday at 1:00
against WRC.
W ill Rice College will also host its
college night tonight. Set-up is at 2:00
p.m. in the RMC. Anyone who is interested in helping should contact
Robert Nevill, 630-8965.
There will be a champagne reception from 6-7:00. Dinner is from 7-

8:30 which will be followed by a
Blood Beach Party at 9:00 p.m. on the
WRC patio.
President George Rupp will be eating dinner at WRC on Monday so
everyone be on your best behavior.
WRC will play Brown today in
college football at 4:00. Any WRC
members interested in playing in the
game should meet at the patio at 3:00.
WRC powderpuff football will
also play Brown on Sunday at 1:00
p.m. All fans are welcome.
Sid Richardson College will hold
a Reggae TG today.
SRC is showing American Graffiti
tonight at 7,9, and 11:00 at Chemistry
Lecture Hall for $1.00.
The Hanszen College sign is still
up.
H anszen beat Lovett in powderpuff
football last weekend 13-2.
For those of you interested in donating blood, Hanszen is sponsoring a
blood drive on Monday. Please donate. Members of all colleges are
welcome.
Today is the last day to sign-up for
tables for the Lovett College college
night.
There is a men's college football
game vs. the Graduate Student Assocation this Sunday.
Rupp will be eating dinner at Lovett on Thursday.
All Lovett members are invited to
the Pub on Tuesday for Lovett College Night at the Pub.
Glenn Dukes is looking for people
who are interested in coming back
early from break before the spring
semester to help make improvements
around the college.

D. Kelley

MOB members practicing for a show

Good playing fields hard to find
continued from page 1
important, but the students will. I
have to speak up for that," Poindexter
said.
One possible relocation site is a
field that is currently used for the
Neartown Soccer Group of children
in the community, Poindexter said.
She listed several possible options
when new fields are found, including
the installation of lighting systems so
that classes could be held at night,
reworking of roadways and uprooting
of trees to open up more space.
"No one likes to uproot trees, least
of all me," she said.
Another concern is the need for

parking, Poindexter said.
"If the Rice football team or any
other team does well again, those
fields which have been used for parking will be needed again. We will
need to redevelop fields where people
won't be parking. It may present a
problem down the road," Poindexter
said.
The location of the building is in
accordance with a campus plan designed by architect Cesar Pelli. The
Pelli plan is an update of the original
Goodhue master plan for the construction of the campus, Akers said.
The original plan consisted of one
long quadrangle from Lovett Hall to

the parking lot. However, in 1947, the
construction of Fondren Library bisected it.
The Pelli plan calls for the creation
of a second quadrangle west of the
present one, including Fondren, Herring Hall, the Rice Memorial Center,
and eventually the Shepherd School.
The building will back up to the
stadium parking lot, which will accomodate parking for the Shepherd
School concerts, which currendy are
held in Hamman Hall.
"This will make Hamman Hall
more usable as far as the rest of us are
concerned, for Rice Players performances and lectures." Akers said.

"Why bay a whole pizza...
when von only want a slice?"
Drive-Thru BAMBpLINO'S for
The DOUBLE-BIGSlice ofPizza
•
•
•
•
•

Hot, Handmade Pizza by the Slice
Homemade Lasagna& Spaghetti with meat sauce
Fresh Italian Salad & Garlic Bread
Fresh Squeezed All Natural ITALIAN ICY LEMONADE
Patio Seating

Fast convenient servicefromour Drive-Thru or Walk-Up window
FOUR CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
4310 Montrose & Richmond
4825 Washington & Durham

2018Yale&21st
6751 Bissonnet & Beechnut

Open 1 lam.-l 1pm. Daily
Great for lunch, dinner or just a snack

- - -THE DOUBLE-UP COUPON" -

BAMBOLIN
THE ORIGINAL
ITALIAN DRIVE-THRU

SAVE 40 CENTS
When ordering two DOUBLE-BIG " Slices ofsausage or
pepperoni pizza, regularly 3.18 you pay only 2.78. Or
SAVE 40 CENTS when ordering two DOUBLE-BIG"
SLICES ofcheese pizza.
NO LIMIT ON DOUBLE-UP COUPON

ANEWNINFAS CREflnON

-

[BOUND'S
THE ORIGINAL

ITALIAN DRIVE-THRU
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Touching kiddie film encourages understanding

Russkies

Directed by Rick Rosenthal
Just to surprise the guys, I burst
into the Tiny Tot icehouse singing the
third aria from Phillip Glass's Einstein ontheBeach .There was nobody
there, however, so I stood there and
checked the wind. Sure enough, a
Norther was tossin' around the pink
napkins with the baby rattles on them
and makin' the Nehi sign over the bar
bang against the south wall. Were you
me, you might say a real bluster was
comin' up. But you aren't so you'd
probably say something else. Just
then, I remembered to go to the Cabbage Head pub next door.
I walk in and what do I see? The
whole gang sittin' there sippin' on
mint chocolate chip juleps and starin'
out the south end at the kids play in'
duck tag on the square.
If you weren't me, you would
probably ask how did I know to go
next door? That's easy. When the
wind is comin' out of the north, the
Tiny Tot closes and old man River
goes next door and opens up the
Cabbage Head.
There's a story behind it, too. No,
I ' m not going to tell it. Look, I got a
review to do here. All right, all right,
but just this once.
Several years ago, Mr. River had a
brother. They were your typical
bright, good-looking dudes just out of
community college who were making
a fair amount of money by using slide
rules to buy and sell tremendous
amounts of stock in a matter of hours.
Well, Mr. River and his brother, Red,
decided to put together all the money
they had made in the stock market so
far into the icehouse business. They
named it theTiny Tot and it would sell
only healthy, wholesome foods and
drinks.
At the time, both were "seeing" this
young lady who shall remain nameless because she is still alive and owns
one of the largest tampon factories on

Three young boys meet up with a Russian sailor in Russkies.

HAROLD BUNNIEMEISTER
movie review
the planet. This young lady who shall
remain nameless liked both guys but
did not want to choose one for fear of
hurting the other, and so, during that
period, spent many a month regretting the day she met the pair.
It just so happens that one night Mr.
River had this terrible dream. A
dream that made him get up first thing
the next morning and sell all of his
stock. He desperately tried to get Red
to do the same, but he just wouldn't
listen, thinking that it was just a ruse
to steal the young lady who shall
remain nameless from him. Well, the
stock market went into the dumper the
very next day and Red became another tragic photo of a broker hightail-

ing it out the window. Luckily, his
office was on the first floor.
The day after that, Mr. River, who
was now the richest man in town,
proposed to the young lady who shall
remain nameless and the next day
after that they were happily married.
This upset Red so much that one
night, stoned on Cracker Jack, face
down in the Second Book of Kings, he
rose up, split the Tiny Tot right down
the middle and moved his half around
to the north side so he wouldn't have
to look at his brother. Lacking any
money to do-it-yourself, the whole
north and south sides of the structure
were left exposed to the elements.
This worked out better than was

Symphony performs beautifully
Houston Symphony Orchestra
Society of Performing Arts
Last Sunday afternoon, as part of
the "Romantic Favorites" series, the
Houston Symphony Orchestra gave
b r e a t h t a k i n g p e r f o r m a n c e s of
Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto No.
3 in d minor, Op. 30 and Mahler's
Symphony No. 1 in D Major,"The
Titan."
Tzimon Barto, one of the hottest
young pianists around, made his
Houston debut as the soloist on the
Rachmaninoff. As a great proponent
of the new romanticism in the arts, he
could well sympathize with
Rachmaninoff's brooding romanticism. The work was composed about
eight years before the Bolshevik
Revolution and reflects the fading
glory of the tsars and old Russia.
T h e Piano Concerto begins in a sad,
almost hopeless tone, but flows into
lighter, but still melancholy, tranquility. T h e finale, however, bursts into
energetic optimism, with the piano

exploding into joyous emotion. Barto
performed flawlessly, even brilliantly, interpreting the piece with
strong, sympathetic emotion. An enthusiastic standing ovation coaxed
him back to the stage for a bright
encore, which he gleefully performed.
Gustav Mahler's ponderous ' T i tan" symphony maintained the emotion of the concert. His work is infused with his personal experiences,
so it tends to be especially emotionally evocative. This piece grew out of
his less than successful love affair
with soprano Johanna Richter, and
was originally intended as a symphonic poem.
Tenuous musicalfragmentsrise
from the orchestra, suggesting dawn
and the reawakening of nature. The
second movement grows into fullblown day, with a brief interlude into
the Bohemian Landler dance, an
element he often includes. A funereal
Frere Jacques begins the third move-

ment, in preparation for the final
movement subtitled Dall'Inferno al
Paradiso: The sudden outbreak of a
deeply wounded heart. With the
shrieking despair that characterizes
Mahler's later work, the movement
ensues in the depths of agony, and
desperately reviews the earlier melodies, searching for what went wrong
in the pastoral picture. The cries continue, unconsoled, in a wrenchingly
powerful finale.
Chris toph Eschenbach made a brilliant return to the Houston Symphony, conducting with energy and
sympathy. He has a clear sense of the
composers and transforms that into
moving interpretations in an excellent
performance.
—Karen Nickel

expected because people actually
showed up, not to eat three-bean parfait, but to watch the scenic vista just
out the north wall. What scenic vista?
Com, my boy. Acres and acres of
corn. You see, corn was prosperity to
these people who lived post-Depression. Prosperity because the whole
town hit it big when the Chex cereal
people came to town right before
Pearl Harbor.
The pressure of having to live with
failed romance and a neighborhood
curiosity was too much for Red. With
a heavy heart, he walked into the barn
out back, picked up the 12-gauge
hanging from the wall and... just then,
the young lady who shall remain
nameless ran out of the house and into
the barn and told Red that she actually
loved him. She realized that life does
happen in an hour just like on TV (30
minutes if life is a sitcom; however,
this is a drama) and that she was
divorcing Mr. River and going to run
away with him because Mr. River was
getting old and crusty and, and, and...
So they ran away, and after a comfortable divorce settlement, Red and
the young lady who shall remain

nameless went off and made their
living developing new innovations in
the world of feminine hygiene.
Mr. River, who himself had beaucoup bucks stored away somewhere,
went on to run both the Cabbage Head
and the Tiny Tot, as he still does to
this day.
Now Jerry tugs on my arm and asks
me what this new Glass of Nog is. I
say 1 have absolutely no idea on earth.
He keeps telling me it's a new drink
f r o m R u s s i a — a n d you m e a n
glasnost, I ask.
He says yeah and what is it. So 1
explain to him that it comes from the
Russian glaz which means "happy"
and nost which means to "meet you."
It's real popular between us and the
Soviets. We send them Dallas, they
send us ballet. They try out democracy, we try out totalitarianism. It's a
great deal.
Then I remind them that a good
example of glasnost is Russkies, a
shaggy E.T. story for the next generation about three plucky kids who rescue a young, attractive Soviet sailor
who happens to speak English, teach
him what a great country this is, and
then try to send him back.
But Jerry doesn't want to see a
children's movie about being friendly
with the Russians, forgawdsakes.
I,
on the other hand, liked this sweet,
touching movie that shows the waifs
cured of their obsession with a Ramboesque comic book character and
teaches them and their parents to have
some respect for the folk who live
other side of the Iron Curtain. Those
folk do call it home, after all.
Of course, if little Jessica McClure
fell into a plot hole as big as some of
the ones in Russkies, she would have
been out in a few minutes. But that's
not the point. If we don't support
movies for children that demonstrate
tolerance for not only aliens from
space but for aliens from the Evil
Empire and instead claim the "real
world is more complicated," who is
lying to whom?
Jerry wouldn't buy any of this, so
we tied him up and Federal Expressed
him to the NorthPoint MultiMall
CinemaVerite 21 to see it.
—Harold Bunniemeister

Are you considering professional school?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
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Come Learn About Harvard's Two-Year Master's
Program in Public Policy, Leading to either
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Marsalis and Santana produce worthwhile albums
Renaissance
Branford Marsalis
Saxophonist Branford Marsalis
has emerged from the shadow of his
brother Wynton through touring with
Sting and playing on the Grammy
Awards. Now he has released his third
solo effort, Renaissance, an album of
straight ahead jazz that, in a nutshell,
kicks ass.
Marsalis has assembled a tight
rhythm section for his album. Working with pianist Kenny Kirkland (who
also toured with Sting), bassist Bob
Hurst and drummer extraordinaire
Tony Williams, he has created an
album of seven bebop tunes. They
range from the sprightly "Just One of
Those Things" to the soothing "Citadel." Marsalis hasn't concerned himself with creating intricate compositions; he has instead written or arranged tunes that simply allow himself and the other musicians to speak
through their instruments.
The album is alive with spontaneity. Most tunes sound as though they
were recorded straight with little or no
overdubbing. "Just One of Those
Things" starts off with brother/producer Delfeayo Marsalis stating from
the control booth, "Just One of Those
T.B.'s, take one." Sonny Rollins' "St.
Thomas" has Marsalis playing by
himself at Concerts By The Sea. The
tune demonstrates the importance of
solos and style. Marsalis creates
spontaneity and gives Rollins' time a
real groove.
One of the most mysterious and
beautiful tunes on the album is "The
Peacocks" from the film Round Midnight. Pianist Herbie Hancock and
bassist Buster Williams help to shape
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the composition so that it has a relaxed intensity about it. Marsalis
sings through his soprano sax and
Hancock demonstrates once again
that he's got the best chops of any jazz
pianist alive.
Renaissance is a terrific album
from start to finish. With this album
Branford Marsalis has proven that he
is a force to be reckoned with. If Sting
fans want to know why they enjoyed
The Dream of The Blue Turtles and
Nothing Like The Sun so much, they
should pick up a copy of Renaissance.
—Louis Speigler
Blues for Salvador
Carlos Santana
Carlos Santana has a new album,
Blues for Salvador, released on the
CBS label. Though it features several
new compositions, notably "Trane"
and "Blues for Salvador," he draws
considerable material from his rather
prolific past, from soundchecks and
past recordings, as in "Deeper, Dig
Deeper." Accompanying him on this
album are his ubiquitous percussionist, Armando Peraza, with Buddy
Miles, Tony Williams, Chester Thompson, who performed with Genesis, guitarist Alexander Ligertwood
and others—a real kaleidoscope of
session musicians and old regulars.
I don't know: I've always had an
adolescent fascination with distorted,
whanger guitar antics that really just
marks me as another libido-driven,
middle-class white boy groovin' to
Jimi Hendrix and Robert Fripp. All
the same, Carlos Santana spins a
medley of very fast, very fluid riffs
throughout his new album which
happens, I confess, to impress me
still.
At his very worst moments, Santana resembles some degenerate
strain of Spyro Gyra, reeling off
weak, limpid, patently unoriginal,
wet-pasta major scale runs. Like so
many other musicians in the sixties,
he fell upon eastern mysticism and a
(ridiculous guru with a multi-syllabic
name; after his illumination, Santana
changed his to Devadip. I only mention this bit of psychedelia because
the ghost of Vishnu haunts him still.
On the track "Now That You
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Know," Santana explains,"We tried
to capture India's meditative mood
and the intensity of the Western
world." The refrain goes: "What do
you want? What are you looking for?"
This tune merits my snobbish contempt, which is pretty ineffective on
net record sales anyway.
But, I ' m not spitting my critical
phlegm on the whole album. It's less
eclectic than his early seventies experimentation but doesn't swing over
to the pop charts like "Winning" did
in 1981.. The album's a rhythmic fusion, backed with extremely strong
percussion and a modem dash of
fruity, discotheque keyboards.
Instead of outdated and anachronistic, which might be expected from
another aged rock and roller, I find
Santana's new material most relevant, particularly with the resurge of
interest in ethnic sounds. And though
Santana sometimes resembles a
heavy-metal blockhead, ascending
and descending the fretboard with
great ferocity and little originality, I
think the album, in the main, shows
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TRAVEL
NETWORK
DALLAS (214)360-0097

The Gift of Time
Jean-Luc Ponty
Jean-Luc Ponty's latest release,
The Gift of Time, is disappointing.
Ponty has joined up with bassist
Baron Browne, guitarist Pat Thomi
and drummer Rayford Griffin to create an album that centers around synthesizers and synclavier effects, leaving acoustic jazz fusion in the past.
The album is essentially a recording of Ponty's electronic experiments. "Prologue" is a one minute
synclavier-molded violin solo and
serves only to show off Ponty's new
electronic toys (or possibly to fill
album space). Virtually every track is
riddled with synthesizer and synclavier whines and moans. Don't get
me wrong; electronics have much to
offer to the music industry, but an
artist should finish his experiments
before releasing a product
For example,"Introspective Perceptions" is a seven and a half minute

Australian film merits cult status
Dogs in Space
Directed by Richard Lowenstein
Dogs in Space is the next cult film.
It is the heir-apparent to Liquid Sky.
Go see it now so that ten years from
now you can tell everyone that you
saw it when it first came out, before it
became overly oommercialized like
Rocky Horror or recalled like Eraserhead. Your friends just might be impressed.
Dogs in Space stars Michael
Hutchence, the lead singer of INXS,
as Sammy No-Brain, a punk rock
singer who bases his life on the Iggy
Pop song "Dog Food." Sam has
stringy, Whoopi Goldberg hair and he
likes to crawl around on the floor
attacking women, even ones he
doesn't know. (Most of the time he
tackles his girlfriend Anna, played by
Saskia Post, who works off and on as
a nurse.) And, yes, he does eat dog

TONES AND BAKER >c"
PRESENT
. v - V V?£
V f i r e e Sisters

THAMES

Student Travel Network would
like to invite you to celebrate the New
Year London-style; partying down
the Thames River in a glass boat with
other student travelers. There'll be
music, plenty of dancing and someone to guide you through the sights
you'll be seeing as you sail along London's celebrated water way. A buffet
will be served; wine, beer and soft
drinks are also free. All you have to
do is purchase your round-trip ticket
to London from STN.Houston fare
from $449.
C O M E J O I N THE F U N - W i t h STN!

him productive and inventive still.
—Sam Collins

electronic nightmare. This solo
sounds like an accidental recording of
a synthesizer maintenance session
with violin accompaniment. As in the
album's opening ("Prologue"), Ponty
again feels a need to share his electronic tests and tinkerings at the
listener's expense.
Another weakness is the album's
lack of fire and excitement. These
tremendous musicians never really let
loose and achieve that musical climax
of which they are very capable. "New
Resolutions" and "Between Sea and
Sky" are two tunes which do find a
good groove, but slowly fall into the
trap of the album's subdued nature,
never grasping complete musical inspiration. The album's compositions
possess potential, which is finally
realized on the live stage in Jean-Luc
Ponty's current tour. The live performance adds dimensions of upbeat
tempos, inspired solos and invigorating showmanship turn several lifeless
tunes into true works of art.
The problem is that potential just
doesn't cut it in the music industry. If
you are looking for something to
enhance your jazz collection, wet
your appetite with something else.
—Deron Neblett

By Anton

Tony Helou and Nique Needles star in Dogs in Space.
food. If you aren't familiar with Iggy drugs for the first time and then we
Pop or INXS, stop reading this re- experience the yellow haze and the
wide angle faces through her eyes.
view, and don't'bother seeing the
Remember, I said that this film is a
movie.
Dogs in Space is a trip. There really trip.
We are also there when The Girl
isn't much in the way of plot, because
there really isn't a story. The time is loses her virginity to Tim, one of the
immediately before the Sky Lab members of the band. ('Are you on
crashes to earth in 1978. The audience the Pill?' 'The Pill? I've taken lots of
is a sort of voyeur in a house inhabited pills inmy life.') Yes, she is more than
a bit naive. (And, no, I won't be at
by the punk rock band, Dogs in Space,
Willy's statue to explain the Pill.)
in Melbourne, Australia.
Dogs in Space goes on and on
There is a constant stream of
through a never-ending party. We can
people flowing through the house:
fatalistic punkrockers, David Bowie only hear bits and pieces of conversations, but it never gets boring. I found
fanatics, misplaced Texans with
out later that the entire movie was
chains aws, repressed policemen,
angry musicians, and an engineering filmed in Dolby Quadraplexahedron
student with six exams in five weeks. and you 're supposed to be able to hear
They party til dawn, crash out for the conversations all around you.
There are short, music video clips
night, do a show at a club, and repeat
of the band in concert, but this isn't
the cycle.
One of the characters is listed as MTV. The music is powerful and
angry and energetic. Dogs in Space is
The Girl (Deanna Bond). She is a
runaway who is never given a name. an original and innovative film and
The camera follows her as she experi- about as far away from mainstream
ences the wild life of Dogs in Space. movie making as any film this year.
—Paul D. Angles
We watch as she experiments with
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Anniversary portrait offers view of campus life
the art of photography, he says "I try
to show what real people and real
things are like, without intruding on
them." He uses this approach to make
his 75th anniversery portrait of Rice
University. In an interview during the
shooting for the book, he said that he
wanted to capture the "intensity and
craziness" which he finds the most
exciting part of the school, both now
and during his undergraduate days
here.
To create this vision of today's
Rice, he spent more than a year photographing campus life: classes,
sports, ceremonies, and parties.
Mixed among many scenic shots of
the Rice campus are a number of the
different facets of Rice life. Classes,
labs, studios and recitals all receive
attention as do sports. Archi-Arts,
Beer-Bike, Club 13 and Night of
Decadcnce each get extensive treatment.
However, Winningham seems to
have missed a lot of different aspects
of student life which are what really
makes Rice unique. The abundance of
pretty landscape and architecture
shots seems to come at the expense of
showing those aspects of student life
which actively involve the students
themselves.
For example, one of the most interesting shots of students shows a group
of Baker members playing "counterball," a game which involves blowing
bubbles along a commons table.
While that may not sound exceptional, it shows an important side of
Rice life, the individuals who define
life at Rice through their daily lives.
Thus, such pictures say much more
about Rice than any number of landscapes and buildings, however pretty
they appear.

Rice University,
A 75th Anniversary Portrait
Geoff Winningham
Geoff Winningham's/? icc University, A 75th Anniversary Portrait has
recently been published in order to
celebrate the occasion. As its title
suggests, this is primarily a photographic portrait of Rice by the
university's widely renowned and
highly honored photographer and
professor, Geoff Winningham. He
has published several other books,
including last year's acclaimed A
Place of Dreams: An American City.
In addition to Wiimingham' s work,
the book contains an excellent account of Rice's history by John B.
Boles, Professor of History, and an
anecdotal commentary by Rice alumnus Fryar Calhoun. Boles' history
provides an insightful account of the
university's progression from the tiny
school in a swamp to the nationally
recognized university which Winningham depicts. Fryar Calhoun's
commentary shows Rice changing
with his description of his own years
as a student here in the early sixties.
The book consists of roughly two
sections: the first, a short historical
introduction, and the second, a larger
view of contemporary campus life,
mostly through pictures of student
life. I found the historical section
fascinating. It includes sixteen prints
of the construction of and opening

Rice has changed over the past seventy-five years. In photographs looking off of the campus, ones sees not
the urban grime of the sprawling
Texas Medical Center, but rather a
rural dirt route lined by occasional
farmhouses. This scene seems more
likely of Wisconson dairy farms than

ceremonies of Rice University. Winningham searched the Woodson Research Center of Fondren Library for
these, and then, for publication, he
made selenium-toned, silver prints of
them. The result is a high quality
portrait of Rice's origins.
It amazed me to see just how much

Hutton stars in Made in Heaven
Made in Heaven
Directed by Alan Rudolph
So this is what they never told us in
Sunday school. Heaven was always
described as "a lot of clouds with
angels playing harps." But what we
learn in Made in Heaven is that
Heaven can be much more.
The Heaven presented here is a true
delight If you want to visit with another dead soul all you have to do is
think about them and you appear in
their presence. The boundaries for
improving one's artistic talents are
limitless. And you can even fall in
love.
This is the fate of Mike Shea. He
finds himself in heaven after being
killed while trying to rescue a family
which had driven into a lake. Mike
had been traveling to California
shortly after WWII where he had
hoped to find work. Timothy Hutton
plays Mike and his acting is nothing
short of amazing. He possesses an
endearing combination of boyish
modesty and carefree charm.
Once in Heaven he learns about the
fantastic rules of the afterlife from his
dead Aunt Lisa (in a nicely understated role by Maureen Stapleton) and
a guide named Annie. Kelly McGillis
plays the angelic Annie who falls in
love with Mike, literally at first sight.
They exist in heavenly bliss for the
time they are together, but Heaven has
another rule which comes into use—
all souls must eventually reenter the
living world as a different person.
ftSTY

—G.Winningham
of the center of what has become a
major metropolis. But the photographs accurately reflect Rice's
humble origins. Fryar Calhoun
writes,"Until the last stubborn farmer
gave in and moved shortly before the
ceremonies, it appeared that the inaugural procession would have to be
rerouted to avoid passing right by his
pigsty."
At the same time, though, these
early photos show the great aspirations which the university entertained
from the start To see die elaborate
Romanesque revival architecture of
Lovett Hall rising out of a barren field
backed by woods clearly shows how
Rice strove for greatness from the
start. Says Calhoun,'The main administration building, later Lovett
Hall for Rice's first president was no
Spartan housing for a plain little trade
school, but an ambitious architectural
statement that could be read as a program for the infant institution."
It is the mature descendent of that
"infant institution" which Winningham portrays in the majority of this
book. In summing up his approach to

A view of the quad fromlhe' cloisters between Lovett Hall and the Physics Building.

And Annie's time to leave comes up.
Heaven's own jack-of-all-trades,
Emmett Humbird, is in charge of
sending souls back to earth. Emmett
is an odd looking man who takes a
liking to Mike and wants to see him
happy. He agrees to let Mike reenter
the world as well, so he can find
Annie. But there is a catch—if he
doesn't find her by his 30th birthday,
he never will.
Thus ends the miraculous stay in
Heaven and begins the second time
around for Mike. It's actually Annie's
first "tour of duty" because she was
born in Heaven after her parents died.
She becomes Ally Chandler, a toy
manufacturer who hits it big on the
coast. He becomes Elmo Bamett, a
wanderer looking for himself after a
broken home and Vietnam duty in the
sixties.
Both of them develop in their own
unique way, but it never seems like
they will meet again, even though we
know they will. The second half of the
film is basically the story of Ally and
Elmo trying to find themselves while
also trying to find each other.
In the lead roles Hutton and McGillis are terrific and the chemistry between them is powerful. They are
surrounded by an exceptional supporting cast, with standout roles from
Ann Wedgeworth and James Gammon as Mike's parents, David Rasche
(T. V.'s Sledge Hammer) as a suitor of
Ally's, and the cameo appearances of
Neil Young, Tom Petty and Rick

Ocasek. Ocasek's role is especially
humorous.
Young's music with Buffalo
Springfield serves as a great asset to
the scenes depicting the 1960's and he
writes a touching ballad "We Never
Danced," which should be around at
Oscar time.
The script is colorful and inventive.
Bruce A. Evans and Raynold Gideon
are the brains behind the new interpretation of Heaven, which I would
sincerely like to believe is more than
fictional. But more than anything,
magic ofMade in Heaven can be credited to director Alan Rudolph.
As a filmmaker who has directed
such stylish films as Choose Me and
Trouble in Mind, he has taken a low
budget and turned in some highly
praised work. His use of stark black
and white photography, a "colored"
b&w film stock, and vivid technicolor
photography splendidly capture the
nuances of the various settings of the
film.
Made in Heaven cannot disappoint It's a wonderful combination of
comedy, romance, and just a touch of
home-spun philosophy.
—David Nathan
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MOBILE GOODHMES

Annual Exam
$35
(Pap Smears, etc.)
Office Visit
$19
(Yeast Infections etc.)
Same day appointments
M-F 8-8; Sat 8-5
Pregnancy Test..
FREE

"AFFORDABLE" MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT
FOR "ALL OCCASIONS" INDOORS/OUT
THE CHOICE FOR USE BY RADIO DJb
"ON CALL FOR EMERGENCY BOOKINGS"
14 YEARS CLUB/DJ EXPERIENCE

523-4433

Also, too many of the student picture are taken from annual events.
While Night of Decadence and the
Archi-Arts Ball are highlights of the
schoolyear and also very photogenic,
their overall impact throughout the
year is limited. Instead of concentrating so heavily on those, more pictures
such as that of "counterball" would
have given a greater insight into the
Rice experience.
—Dennis Kelley

2480 Times Blvd.
528-6162
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Jones and Baker present Chekov's Three Sisters
FRIDAY
•Tonight,
The
Comedy
Workshop (2105 San Felipe) presents Jim Patterson, Kenny Moore and
Keefe. Call 524-7333 for ticket information.
•Blood Simple and Raising
Arizona play at the River Oaks
Theatre (2009 West Gray) tonight.
These are great movies, don't miss
them. Call 524-2175 for show times.
•Catch the Salt Water Cats, aGulf
Coast rhythm and blues band tonight
at The Red Lion (7315 South Main).
•The Rice Players present Jacques and his Master tonight in Ham man Hall at 8 p.m. Call 527-4040 for
reservations.

SATURDAY
•The Comedy Workshop again
presents Jim Patterson, Kenny Moore
and Keefe. What kind of a name is
Keefe? Did his parents hate him? Go
to the show just to give him a hard
time.
•Blood Simple and Raising
Arizona play at The River Oaks
Theatre tonight for those of us not
going to Esparanza. Trust me, they

are good movies; you won't miss the
dance at all.
•Stages Repertory Theatre
(3201 Allen Parkway) begins its run
of The Tempest tonight at 8 p.m. Call
527-8243 for more information.
•Jacques and his Master, presented by The Rice Players, continues tonight in Hamman Hall.

SUNDAY
•The River Oaks Theatre opens
Frida: Naturaleza Viva tonight. It
will show through November 21.
•The Red Lion presents a musical history of Ireland performed by
Godfrey's Rangers and Therese
Honey tonight. (Good thing you have
plenty of homework to do this evening.)
•The Shepherd School of Music
offers one bright spot in this cultural
desert of a Sunday in their celebration
of Rice's 75th anniversary. They will
play works by Mozart, Verdi and
Shostakovich tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Wortham Center's Cullen Theater.

MONDAY

•Jones and Baker Colleges pres-

Dennis Kelley, our favorite photo editor, took this lovely picture of Tom Senning,
who stars in the Jones/Baker play Three Sisters.

PRO'S
SPORTS BAR AND GRILL
"THE COLLEGIATE SPORTS BAR"
4400 M E M O R I A L A T J A C K S O N H I L L
IN THE BAYOU P A R K APARTMENT" COMPLEX

103 SATELLITE STATIONS - 4 SCREENS
FULL BAR - TEXAS SIZE SANDWICHES
COUPON
BUY O N E ENTREE,
GET O N E

FREE
With This Coupon, or Your
Running Number
(Second Entree must be of
Equal or Lesser Value)
(Not Valid with other
coupons or promotions)
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COMING UP

by John Montag

SUMTOUT
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Donna Yeager and George Segal star in Henceforward..., currently playing at
ent Chekov's Three Sisters in the
Jones Commons. The play is directed
by Jennie Stoller and will continue
through Saturday. The show starts at
8 p.m.
mation.
•The Country Playhouse runs
The Heiress each Friday and Saturday
TUESDAY
through November 21 at 8:30 p.m.
•Caryl "Not just another pretty
and each Sunday through November
voice" Weiss (honest guys, that's
15 at 5 p.m. Call 467-4497 for more
what the press release says) sings
information.
tonight at The Red Lion.
•It's Only a Play runs through
December 20 at the Main Street
WEDNESDAY
•Mummenschanz plays tonight in Theater, playing Thursdays through
Jones Hall as part of Society for the
Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 4
Performing Arts Great Perform- p.m. Call 524-6706 for more informaances series. Call 227-1111 for ticket tion.
information.
•Stages Repertory Theatre presentsThe Tempest Thursdays through
Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 5
THURSDAY
•It's Only a Play opens tonight at p.m. through December 19. Call 527the Main Street Theater (2540
8243 for more information.
Times), playing Thursdays through
•Theater Under the Stars is
Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 4
showing Pirates of Penzance Tuesp.m. Call 524-6706 for more informa- days through Saturdays at 8 p.m. and
tion.
at 7:30 p.m. on Sundays through
•Brown College might be open- November 22.
ing a couple of one act plays this
•Come Blow Your Horn plays
evening, but they didn't send us any
each Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
information so we really don't know.
and Sundays at 2:20 p.m.at The AcCall the Brown Collegeoffice for real tors Theatre through November 15.
information.
Call 529-6606 for more information.
•The Houston Museum of Natural Science is exhibiting "Peru's
ONGOING
•The Rice Players present JacGolden Treasures" through January
ques and His Master 18 through 21 at 3. Call 526-4273 for more informa8 p.m. Call 527-4040 for more infor- tion.
P
*
«
•
•The Burke Baker Planetarium
(near Hermann Park) is showing
Laser Mania Pink Floyd through the
end of November on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights at 7:30 and
8:45 p.m. It's also shwoing at 10 and
11 p j n . on Friday and Saturday. Call
526-4273 for more information.
•OCATMH1-2-3 •
•Life of the Party plays Mondays
and Tuesdays at 8 p.m. at Kindred

SnEEDREABM6NC8-1
ESI REVIEW-FLEX 1-2-3
INTRO TO LAW SCHOOL

EDUCATIONAL
COfTKIt LTD.

NUMBER ONE
SMCE1938

Spirits. Call 623-6135 for more information.
•The Alley Theatre's production
of Henceforward... plays Tuesdays
through Fridays at 8 p.m., Saturdays
at 4 and 9 p.m. and Sundays at 2:30
and 7:30 p.m. Call the Box Office at
615 Texas Avenue at 228-8421 for
more information.
•The Alley Theatre's Neuhaus
Arena Stage is showing Self Defense
through November 22 Tuesdays
through Fridays at 8 p.m., Saturdays
at 4 and 9 p,m. and Sundays at 2:30
and 7:30 p.m. Call the Box Office at
615 Texas Avenue at 228-8421 for
more information.
•The Contemporary Arts
Museum is currently exhibiting Warhol/Beuys/Polke through November
15 and Sue Coe: Police State through
December 6.
•The O'Kane Gallery runs its
exhibit of watercolors by Dick Barlow and Shirley Sterling through
November 20. Call 221-8042 for
more information.
•The Harris Gallery (1100 Bissonnet) is exhibiting Heath, a collection of photographs from Heath,
Massachusetts, by Rice professor
Peter Brown. Call 522-9116 for more
information.
•The Sewall Gallery (in Sewall
Hall) is showing Cavalieri e Draghi:
Antique Puppets of Sicily through
November 25.
•American Art, 1845-1945, will
be on exhibit at The Museum of Fine
Arts (1001 Bissonnet) through December 27. Admission is free on
Thursdays. With a Rice ID, it's only
$1 on other days.

PRIVATE
PARTY LINE

976-GALS
14257)

CALL DAYS. EVENINGS • WEEKENDS

|7T

988-4700
711 SW FRWY. # 100

M E M O R I A L DRIVE i W f S T l

522 -5113

M E M O R I A L DRIVE IE AST)

For Information About Othor Contort
OUTSIDE N Y. STATE
CALL TOLL FREE >00-223-17>2

24 hour

5925 KIRBY #214
A S2.00 charge will be billed for calling this Texas telephone number, in
addition to applicable local or long distance charges.
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"Unfunny" Long highlights year's worst comedy
Hello Again
Directed by Frank Perry
The latest Shelley Long comedy,
Hello Again, is absolutely the worst
film I have seen this year. It gamers
this distinction for a multitude of
reasons which I will gleefully impart
to all of you who have a penchant for
reading about other people's shortcomings.
As in most bad films, the major
problem is with the atrocious writing.
The script by Susan Isaacs sounds as
if it never had a rewrite. There are plot
loopholes a mile wide, entire passages of speech are confusing and
disturbingly out of place, new storylines are introduced and never followed up, and for a contemporary
comedy, Isaacs made a gigantic mistake—she forgot to make the characters talk like normal people. They
fluctuate between sounding like
Rhodes scholars and Mr. Rogers
(usually within the same sentence.)

But it would be unfair to only slam
Isaacs. The cast is also guilty. In her
first solo starring role, Shelley Long is
remarkably unfunny. She plays Lucy
Chadman, a loving housewife to her
plastic surgeon hubby Ja$on (played
by L. A. Law's Corbin Bemsen).
Lucy dies and is brought back to life
one year later by her eccentric sister
Zelda (Judith Ivey).
For some reason Lucy is an incredible clutz, which is the center of many
pratfalls. Some are funny, but most
just look too staged to be amusing. A
physical comedienne Long is definitely not. Even more amazing is that
her death is not caused by one of her
blunders, but instead she chokes on
some chicken—pretty funny stuff,
eh?
All of the characters in the story are
stereotypical cutouts parading about
on screen like they're supposed to be
funny. There's the loving husband
who suddenly wants a more thrilling

New Pink Floyd plays
Dome on Wednesday
Pink Floyd, one of the most extravagant and innovative bands of the
past twenty years, is touring to promote their newest album, A Momentary Lapse of Reason. Next Wednesday they will be bringing their show to
the Houston Astrodome.
There has been much speculation
on how the trio of David Gilmour,
Nick Mason, and Rick Wright would
manage without former band member
Roger Waters. Thus far, the tour has
been greeted with open arms. In
Montreal, the audience would not
leave after the lights were turned on,
so the band came back on.
The show at the Astrodome will
include both old and new music (this
upsets Roger Waters and is a part of
his current lawsuit).

relationship. In this role Corbin Bernsen proves that he should remain on
the small screen. There is the young
doctor (Gabriel Byrne) who takes an
interest in Lucy when she returns to
life, and proceeds to "run every test on
her that the hospital can offer." And
why does he run all these tests? To
find out if she's alive of course! Then
there is the small problem that
Byrne's accent is so thick that I could
hear people in the audience
asking,"What did he say?"
In the defense of two very good
veteran character actors, the performances of Judith Ivey as Lucy's
wacked-out sister and Austin Pendleton as a kind-hearted billionaire are
far and away the best things in the
film.
Producer-director Frank Perry,
who has collaborated with Isaacs
before on Compromising Positions,
adds very little ingenuity to the film.
He usually keeps a still camera on
Long while she bumbles and fumbles
around on stage, which only serves to
make the gags look all the more
staged. After awhile I would have

Shelley Long ruins her film career with
setded for a hyperactive zoom lens or
better yet, if the whole thing had been
filmed in claymation.. .yeah, that's it.
Hello Again is not funny. The script
is contrived, the acting is unspirited,

her role in Hello Again.
and it is pretty much a sordid affair for
all parties concerned. I'm just glad I
got into a free sneak preview. Now if
I had actually paid money for it...
—David Nathan

If the previous shows on the tour
are any indication, Houston fans will
not be disappointed by the new Pink
Floyd. If the music is below expectations, the audience can find entertainemnt in the props, which will
include the Pig, plane, fireball, and, of
course, plenty of dry ice and lasers.
—Louis Spiegler

Opportunity
in the Making
O p p o r t u n i t y . T h e chance to
start your career off
right...The reason J.B. H u n t
is the right choice.
According to Forbes, Fortune,
and Business Week, we're one
of the best r u n corporations
a r o u n d . We've been the
fastest growing, most profitable trucking company in the
country since 1981. For
those w h o go through our
M a n a g e m e n t Training, this
means plenty of opportunity.
A n d continuing growth
promises rapid advancement
to the right people.
Make your opportunity.
Schedule an interview with
us at your Career Placement
office.

Campus Interviews
Tuesday
November 17 th

.y.
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OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year experience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for a n d enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.
International firms a n d government agencies value
the skills a n d knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.
INFORMATION TABLE:
Thurs. and Fri.., Nov. 12 & 13, 8:30-4:00,
Rice Memorial Center
SCHEDULED INTERVIEWS
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The T o u g h e s t J o b Y o u ' l l Ever Love.
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1-800-442-7294 ext. 113
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BuyaprinterwilhyM
Madntoshandcanservepapec
A Macintosh™personal computer
and an Apple
ImageWriter™ n
printer will save
you hours of time. Not to mention gallons of correctionfluidand reams and reams of paper.
And, if you buy both now, thefirstream of

paper youH save will have ffcvely green glow.
You'll save a bundle of cash when you purchase an ImageWriter n printer along with your
choice of a Macintosh Plus or a Macintosh SE.
Eitherway you'll be able to turn out beautifully
written and beautifully printed papers.
And well even try to help you payforyour

Campus Bookstore

purchase with a variety of financing options.
We feel compelled to tell you, though,that
a deal like this can't last forever? So it's a good
idea to see your campus microcomputer center
today And join the conservation movement
The powertobe your best™

Microcomputer Store
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Hoops guru Thompson seeks student support
by Joel Sendek
It is common knowledge that to rebuild a college athletic program, regardless of the sport, it is mandatory
to recruit like hell. New head basketball coach Scott Thompson is recruiting with a vengeance, and high school
basketball players are only a small
portion of the recruits he's after. Scott
Thompson is recruiting the Rice student body. He wants YOU to go to the
games, yell your lungs out, and make
Autry Court a dungeon for the Owls'
competition. Autry Court from Hell,
you might say, is Coach Thompson's
goal.
"Our goal is to get as many students
as we can to come to the games, because they will definitely change the
course of many home games. A place
like Autry Court makes a hundred
students sound like a thousand. The
students will be our sixth man," said
Thompson. In order to take advantage
of the student section to the fullest
extent, Thompson plans to change the
visiting team's perspective of the
court: "We are going to move our
benches across the floor in front of the
students. This will make it more difficult for the visiting team, on the bench
and in the huddle. I'd love to see our
students come to the game and be wild
and crazy."
Indeed, Thompson is attacking his
new job with a Berndt-like enthusiam
and optimism. As a cynical observer
of Rice basketball from the past two
years, I refused to be convinced that
just an attitude change could turn the
Rice basketball program around. The
team finished 2-14 in the SWC last
year, and has not had a winning
season since 1970-71! Come on,
people, let'snot fall for this! Ha! I was
wrong. If I could determine the present value of a long term monetary
investment in Rice Owls basketball, I
guarantee that the return would be
greater than any money-market fund
or certificate of deposit available
from the financial intermediaries in
Houston today.
The Thompson attitude has already
paid off in the form of three early
commitments by heavily recruited
players. The spoils include: Greg
Johnson, 6'3", from Houston, who

picked Rice over Texas Tech and
Stanford; Kenneth Rourke, 6'10",
from Tulsa, who blew off Arkansas
and Oklahoma to be an Owl; and Greg
Price, from Denver, who stands at a
towering 6'11". Kansas and Texas
A&M also recruited Price. "A lot of
schools were surprised that kids as
highly recruited as these decided to
come to Rice. They are young men
with great potential and will help our
front line and back court," Thompson
said. Instead of hanging their heads
and thinking that no one would sign
with them, Thompson and his staff
went head to head with some competitive schools, and this effort has
paid off.
Three new faces on the team this
year are also a result of Thompson's
recruiting prowess. They incude:
David Willie, a 6'5" forward from
Austin; Chip Scott, a 6'10" center
from Ludington, MI; and Dave
Mlachnik, a 6' 1" guard who transferred from Florida College.
Thompson mentioned one more
major factor (in addition to recruiting) which is instrumental in rebuilding a program: "You have to have a
hard-working, exciting team to put on
the floor. When you get that, the players like to play, and people like to
come watch," he said. Thompson has
been pleasantly surprised by his returning players while the new people
have blended in nicely. "The team has
done everything we have asked of
them. They have really worked their
tails off in practice," he added.
Thompson and his staff know that
they aren't going to win all their
games this year, but the team should
come away with some upsets. As far
as goals for the year, Thompson believes that if he follows some general
guidelines, things will fall into place.
"Our goal is to, number one, play hard
basketball. Second, is to play with
some intelligence, and third, to play
together," he said.
Concerning court strategy, Thompson isn't going to let his team
candy-ass it up and down the court.
They're going to be running out there.
"Offensively, we are going to play
pressure basketball, pushing the ball
up the floor as quickly as possible to

put as much pressure on the opposing
defense as we can. We also have some
very good shooters on the team. Defensively, we'll play mostly man-toman, but zone on occasion.
The team had best work hard, considering some tough newcomers to
the Owl schedule. For example, Rice
is going to Washington, D.C. to battle
Georgetown on December 21. Georgetown will visit Houston during the
1989-90 season. The Owls' firstregular season game this year is Friday,
November 27, when San Diego will
make an appearance at Autry Court.
Thompson, 32, is an Illinois native
who played his college ball at the
Iowa before being drafted in the
fourth round by the Detroit Pistons in
1976. He has since coached under
Digger Phelps at Notre Dame and
Lute Olson at Iowa and Arizona.
Scott Thompson has four coaches
assisting him this season. They include: Tom Billeter, who worked
with Thompson when he was an assistant coach at Arizona; Willis Wilson,
a Rice alumnus and former aid to
Tommy Suitts; Grey Giovanine from
Illinois and, more recently, Oral
Roberts; and, graduate assistant Dan
Kelley from Iowa.
Concerning his braintrust in the
Autry Court coach's office, Thompson said: "The more I'm around
this staff, the more I'm convinced
we've got one of the finer staffs in the
country. They are very hard-working,
enthusiastic, and energetic. Youneed
positive people like this to turn a
program around."
After speaking with Scott Thompson, anyone could easily be convinced that the preceding quote ap-

Scott Thompson
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2706\White Oak Drive 862-3838
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in something, it's easier to sell it," he
said. Well, he's sold it to some highlytouted recruits. Can he sell it to the
Rice student body? That's up to you.

plies to Thompson himself as much as
any of his coaches.
Thompson believes in his basketball
program at Rice. "When you believe
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Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
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Prizes & Surprises all night for everyone
Jamaican Style Friday & Saturday Night
Live Reggae & Live DJ.
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Spiker chicks fall to Big Cats, Red Raiderettes
by Jim Humes
The Rice volleyball team is still
riding a rocky road, because they
dropped two matches against some
tough competition. With a loss to
Texas Tech, Rice's conference record
fell to 2—5, and their overall record
plunged further down to 19—9.
The Texas Tech Rec Center was
the site of a very close match between
the Owls and the Red Raiders of
Lubbockville. Despite the smell of
cowfields and the large shadow of the
Buddy Holly Statue obscuring the
moonlight, Rice scrapped their way
through the first games to win it 17—
15. The next three game were close,
but Tech won the final points of each,
11—15, 11—15, and 13—15. The
Rice defense was in good form thanks
to an outstanding 27 digs by Gwen
Samora and 16 more by Suzanne
Zarkrewski, but the margin for victory came from Tech's superior attack. Only scoring eight more total
points than Rice, these points proved
to be enough to win the match due to
the close games.
Even Diane
Kuhlman's three aces and 13 kills
weren't enough to close the gap.
Autry Court was the sight of the
match agaisnt the Lady Big Cats of
LSU, whose superior defense beat
Rice. LSU, tallying 11 team blocks to
Rice's 1, and 41 digs to Rice's 36,
showed that the D was the key to winning. Rice was on the attack more
than LSU, but a low attack success
rate prevented the win. The execution
just wasn't there as the Owls recorded
only35killstoLSU's45. Zarkrweski

and Debbie Haley tried to spark the
team with 10 and 9 kills respectively,
but they couldn't provide the momentum to get a flat Rice squad back on its
feet
So what has happened to the Rice
team? At the start of the season they
were flying high, but the latest
matches have indicated that the team
is in trouble. With preseason reports
giving accolade to the team's depth
and experience, it appears that this
never fermented into a vintage team.
Another problem has been the
team's readjustment to the loss of
setter Lara Epperson, a SWC and
national leader in assists. Debbie
Sokol, head coach of the team, said
"This is definitely a blow to our team.
However, Lara is doing what she feels
is best for her, and (assistant coach)
Tim (Toon) and I respect her decision." Epperson plans to forego her
final season of collegiate eligibility
and complete her education at Rice.
In spite of the late season wane, the
Rice squad should be recognized for
the excitement they generated when
they were playing in top form. Having to compete in a conference of
nationally ranked teams is difficult,
especially when every match is a big
match.
But no matter what happens, Rice
volleyball has proven itself this season and last as being a volatile force,
capable of winning against almost
anyone, and hopefully will establish
a consistency that will bring home a
conference championship next year.
So save that big furry coat.

Debbie Haley, Suzanne Zakrewski, and Anna Epperson attack the net

Owls look for victory dance
by Wes Gere
Here we are, ten weeks into the
football season, and the Rice Owls are

The party begins.

2 drinks later.

After 4 drinks.

After 5 drinks.

7 drinks in all.

c/

The more you drink, the more coordination you lose.
That's a fact, plain and simple.
It's also a fact that 12 ounces of beer, 5 ounces of wine and
l'A ounces of spirits all have the same alcohol content. And
consumed in excess, all can affect you. Still, people drink too
much and then go out and expect to handle a car.
When you drink too much, you can't handle a car.
You can't even handle a pen.

A public service message

from

—L. Cowsar

WilllfogeiS Institute
Xj The House o' Seagram R

still looking for a conference win. But
not to worry, because Saturday's
Baylor game at Waco should see
some of the best play of the season by
Rice, and I'm not just saying that to
make you die-hard Owl fans feel better. They really are strong this week
because the week off gave a few injuries time to heal.
Valuable defensive back William
McClay returns after being out since
October 10. McClay intercepted three
passes from Southwest Texas that
day. Fellow DB Everett Coleman is
also back after an injury in the SWT
game.
(
But it's not all good news. Critical
wide receiver Darrell Goolsby will be
out the rest of the year with a separated shoulder.
The Bears, however, have no good
news. They come into the game with
three straight losses, including a 24point shut-out by TCU. Their onetime main quarterback Ed Lovell
went out for the year after the season's
first game following major knee surgery. They've been playing all year
with freshman QB Brad Goebel.
That's not even surprising, since
Baylor is practically a team of freshmen this year. They started the season
with a grand total of six returning
starters on the team. Seven of the
starting defense are sophomores or
freshmen.
In addition, Goebel will be playing
with a sprained ankle from last week.
If he goes out, the Bears have a real
problem because their backup QB,
Jay Mapps, is questionable with another injury. When that happened last
week, the punter Pete Rutter ended up
quarterbacking. It sure would help
Rice's chances if this happened Saturday, and, say, Goebel "accidentally" twisted that ankle again.
But no matter who plays, Rice still
has a big advantage on them over last
year and look how close that was.
Rice was down by six points in the last
minute of the game, and Comalander
completed a 26-yard fourth-down
pass giving the Owls the ball on the
Bears' 13 with 29 seconds on the
clock. Two plays later, the Owls have
first down on the one yard line. A

quarterback sneak missed the goal
line by hardly an inch. What a [unprintable]
This year, the Bears are minus all
their star players from that game. It
looks pretty good for us. Baylor does
have a strong point in safety Mike
Welch, who's had 83 tackles so far
this year. And Goebel, though a lowly
freshman, has completed 118 passes
for a whopping 1574 yards.
Yet what can anyone think of a
team thathas scored a total of 7 points
in its last two games, and none against
TCU? Says offensive tackle Joel
Porter, "We've always been able to
score...I've never even thought about
not being able to score." Well, start
thinking. Is this what Grant Teaff
turned down the head coach position
at Southern Cal for? I don't think so.
The Owls may not be having as
good a season as Baylor, but at least
they're not disappointing anybody.
They don't have arep to live up to. But
if they did, this week they would live
up to it. We may not have Goolsby,
but we have fullback Lorenzo
Cyphers, a junior with 787 career
yards. He caught 9 passes in the TCLT
game and hasn't gone without catching a pass in Rice's last 17 games.
Quentis Roper will be back to his
usual devastating throwing and rushing after taking only one snap against
Arkansas two weeks ago. Also, look
for Comalander to improve further on
his standing as 17th best in SWC history in passing yardage.
Defense not only has McClay to
foul up Baylor's passing but can
count on defensive back/kickoff return guy/third string QB Donald Hollas to stop ground play, having made
18 tackles, 12 unassisted, against
Arkansas, the best this season for
Rice.
Last week's open date improved
the Owls' condition, but head coach
Jerry Bemt said a Saturday off earlier
in the year could have averted Rice's
current slump.
"From a football standpoint, it's
not a very good schedule. We could
have used a week off much earlier."
But I'll be happy if we can just get
these last games this year.
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Lads wallop Aggies in a flurry of yellow cards
by Tony Mason
When the final whistle blew, the
nine bloody and battered Rice lads
still on the pitch wiped the sweat from
their faces and smiled. Though it is
said, in war there are no victors, only
survivors, soccer isn't war. It's better.
Coming off a Saturday nightmarish
roadtrip to "debauchery" capital of
the West, Waco, Texas (where they
had dropped the match to Baylor 2-0)
and in the absence of their coach,
Mike Henshaw, the lads were a bit
sullen. The imagery was characteristically gray with one exception. An

invigorating cold front was blowing
in that Sunday afternoon, a front that
promised change or, at least, a drop in
the humidity.
When the blues took the field, they
assessed their opponents from Texas
A&M. "A load of wankers," they
agreed. Then they glanced at the ref,
Juergen "Heil Hitler" Fuerst. "Oh,
great. I thought he was still in Argentina."
The Ags took advantage of typical
Rice chaos in the opening minutes to
score. The Rice backfield admitted
their screw-up, "It would have been

m

hard even for an Aggie to miss that
one." Rice quickly countered, controlling well and moving the ball
down the wings. Twenty minutes into
the match, Dave "Thank God I didn't
wiff it" Freeman knocked in a cross to
tie the game. Minutes later, JP Baizan
put a shot past the keeper into the
lower left corner to put Rice up 2 to 1.
Soon after, "Colonel" Fuerst made
his totalitarian presence truly felt
when he ejected Tim "The Hack"
Hengster from the game without even
a prior caution for an illegal tackle
from behind. "Vis is my field, and I

P

m

vam in control here." The lads on the
sideline responded to the r e f s power
trip with a goose-step of their own.
Despite being a man down. Rice
fought on vigorously, frequently
threatening the A&M goal. However,
fifteen minutes into the second half,
another act of stupidity on behalf of
the Rice defense allowed A&M to
score and tie the game 2-2. Still, it
really wasn't that suspenseful because Rice quickly countered when
both Stuart "your ice vis as thin as
skin" (apparently Herr Juergen was
mixing his metaphors) White and
Coleman "Mr. Debutant" Tucker
blasted in shots from outside the
eighteen to put Rice up 4-2.
Frequent penalty calls (for no apparent reason); 12 yellow cards, and
three more ejections (2 Ags and 1 lad)
punctuated the game as the ref tried to

eliminate any threats to his absolute
authority. In event of a tie, Rice and
A&M agreed, whoever had the most
players still left on the field would
win. However, Rice maintained their
4-2 lead (as well as numerical equality in players) until the bloody end.
Normally, of course, these articles
end with an apropos quote from
Coach Henshaw, but since you know
he wasn't there I can't even legitimately make one up this time. Enough
to say that, after the game, Rice offered Herr referee a complimentary
shower, but he declined. With this
solid victory, they lads feel ready to
take on undefeated Sam Houston this
Sunday, 2 p.m. at Rice. Alluded one
lad, "Well, you know, theNazi's were
7 and 0 too until they got to North
Africa. And the way our field is now,
I kinda think of it as a desert..."

Lassies toy with
Trinity, win 1-0

....

-L. Cowsar

J.P Baizan dribbles daintily

Netters obliterate

our three doubles teams." Those
The squad's next action won't be
by David Cumberland
teams will be Burton-Bratka, Free- until the middle of February when
The Rice Owls men's tennis team
finished their fall season last Friday man-Hallstrom, and Wade-Thome. they participate in the University of
by shooting down the hapless Lamar These combinations were determined San Diego Invitational. There the
after some experimenting this fall. team will compete against the top
Cardinals with a 9-0 dual match vicTurville also said, "Everybody is players in the country. "It will be good
tory at Jake Hess.
The Owls won every set in the anni- starting to get their games together. for our players to compete against the
hilation, with many players getting The layoff may hurt us though." The best," Turville commented.
This weekend the women's tennis
the sweet taste of victory. Don Free- coach was referring to the six week
man led off with a 6-2,6-4 trashing of practice layoff after Thanksgiving. team host the Rice Classic tournaGeorge Kennerd. Rodney Burton fol- Looking ahead to the spring season, ment starting Friday afternoon at Jake
lowed by clobbering Rikard Turville said, "If we can come back Hess. The tourney lasts all weekend,
close to where we left off, we'll have
and the team would appreciate your
Ekstrand, 6-1, 6-0. Ken Thome
smoked Andy Evans, 6-0, 6-1, while a good start in the spring. We need to support. I'll be there—with my thesaurus.
Joachim Hallstrom waylaid Sonchai be ready and eager to play."
"No Autographs Please" Jirabovon•O
v isat by the same score. Chuck Br atka
wasted Devan Segrest by the everpopular 6-0,6-1, and Tim Schier
closed out the singles play by toying
with Buddy Barbay in his 6-0, 6-1
victory.
With the victory well in hand by this
point, Coach Larry Turville did some
DRIVE
THRU
experimenting on the doubles side
Thome and Sean Wade moved from
their usual third position to take on
Lamar's top doubles team; They won
easily over Kennard and Ekstrand
with a 6-4,6-2 waxing. The onslaught
'Shop-in-Your-Car Convenience'
continued as Felix Erbring and Andrew Taylor saw some action as the
second doubles team. They made a
meal out of Barbay and Segrest in
• Miller Lite - $10.25 per case
their 6-1,6-1 cremation. Larry Pearl
and Alex Diego of Rice also took
* Bush Kegs - $32.55
advantage of their playing time by
whitewashing Mike Alcott and GayIncludes Barrel, Pump, Ice & Delivery
land "No My Parents Weren't Drunk
• Pepsi Products - 89 ( / 2 liter
When They Named Me And No I'm
Not From San Francisco" Keys, 6-0,
6-0, to put the Beaumont boys out of
We also have
their misery ."We played pretty well,"
•Bread • Milk • Eggs *Soda • Sandwiches
Turville understated. "Lamar wasn't
a high level of competition, but a win
• Wine • Keg Beer • Much, much more
is a win."
10am-10pm M-Th
As for the fall season in general,
10am-12amSat
Turville commented, "We definitely
12 noon -6 pm Sun
improved. We are reasonably set on

Rice Special
Oct. 12-15
The
BEVERAGE

VitStop

5712 Kirby

432-1200

by Sarah Bailyn
Halloween has always been a special day for the members of the Rice
Women's Soccer Club. October 31
evokes only sweet memories for the
girls. As children, they remember
dressing up in zany costumes: cows,
pears, crazy Norwegian referees, etc.
The large Eastern U.S. contingent
(faction?) vaguely recalls red and
yellow leaves, coats, and frost. Now,
of course, autumn means only a slight
decrease in the humidity level accompanied by midterms and, usually,
N.O.D. Of course, this year, with
respect to innocent and ignorant parental units, the latter was postponed
until this weekend. If only the former
was as well!
Instead, the Rice Women substituted "day" for the usual "night" of
decadence. It was shameful the way
they didn't even let Trinity have a

chance in last Saturday's game. The
Rice team was so powerful (filled
with the spirit of the occasion?) that
the visitors did not get even one shot
off.
The good guys dominated the entire game, toying with their opponent
by keeping the score low. In a remarkable display of control Rice kept their
scoring to one goal. On an arcing
comer kick for Dierdre Tiffany (who
is the Bionic Woman all the time)
Aimee Wilkin (disguised as Pat
O'Brien-don'tread this, Tim) headed
an impossible shot past the helpless
keeper.
In an ironic twist of fate (or is there
really an evil spirit haunting the
field?) there are no more home games
this semester, but you can read about
the exploits of the Rice Women in
your favorite propaganda tool, the
Rice Thresher sports pages.

Financing Your Major
A Minor Miracle?
If financing your education has you at its mercy, let MBank
help Through our Student Loan Program, we offer the
MBank Guaranteed Student Loan, the Supplemental Loan for
Students and MBank PLUS—Parent Loan for Undergraduate
Studies.
It's easy to qualify for an MBank Student Loan. And It's
fast. You can expect a 24-hour turnaround after we receive
your application. Plus, the loans are available at simple Interest. with repayment terms that are easy to live with.
For more information, call our Student Loan Hotline today
at TOLL FREE 1-800633-8677 in Tbcas, or 1-800-777-2001
nationwide. And put the
m
miracle of momentum
f|yj
to work for your
A M o m e n t u m Bank

future!

nr.n_.ain

TO BO* 9 1 0
Ftart W x t h . T b n s 7 6 ) 0 1
Member MCorp
MPACT and FDK
Open Door Lender
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Autry Court will be a living hell for Rice foes

Rice's new head basketball coach,
Scott Thompson, has promised us an
exciting team this season. He speaks
of perpetual fast breaks and full court
presses and a successful recruiting
campaign. No matter how the team
does, he wants to see lots of fannies
covering the planks of the student
section in Autry Court this winter.
Pessimists might scoff and claim that
only ahalftime appearance of "Wheel
of Fortune" or nude pygmy wrestling
could draw spectators into Autry, but
our man has vision. He's counting on
the overwhelming powers of intellectual and physical intimidation that the
Rice sports fan can bring to bear on
the opposition.
Throughout the world unbridled
fan agression dominates sporting
events. A lot of this aggression gets
wasted on opposing fans rather than
on the other team. The English are the
world's leading spectator assassins;
soccer stadiums in England sport
eight foot wire fences, snarling
hounds and mounted policemen to

keep the heathens at bay
One of these Britannic hooligans
visited Rice recently and went to the
football game against the Aggies.
Being a semi-rational human being,
Nick took an instant disliking to the
Aggie faithful that sat right next to the
Rice student section. He was amazed
that nothing separated the fans but a
flimsy yellow rope. "I don't see why
you lot aren't over there amongst the
wallies, giving them a bloody
headbutt or two," he exclaimed.
I couldn't disagree with his assessment of Aggies, but I had to remind
him of a few facts of life in our country. Like policemen here carry guns.
And Aggies carry sabres.
Nobody wants fan war in the
stands, but Thompson hopes that Rice
fans could pack tiny Autry Court and
turn it into a living hell for opposing
teams. The prototype of a small
school with a nightmarish court that
visitors hate is Duke. The fans that
shoehorn into Duke's bandbox
Cameron Indoor Stadium border on

OWLOOK

by Keith Couch
criminally insane. They raise a roar
tumultuous enough to sprout hair on
Jerry Tarkanian's head. Their faces
are smeared in blue and white paint,
and they consistently manage to make
life interesting for the school's administrators with their behavior on
national television.
Woe betide the opposing player
who comes to Duke with his personal
integrity besmirched. Lorenzo Charles, apprehended for robbing the
pizza man (of money, not pizza) was
pelted with pizza boxes. Chris Washburn, convicted of stealing a stereo,
found the court buried in record
sleeves. Olden Polynice, suspended
by the University of Virginia's honor
council for plaigarism, was showered
with term papers. The Dukies don't
pull any punches, and it pays off when
the opposition would rather stay on
the bus than come inside and run some

ball.
This kind of thing could help at
Rice. A couple of years ago, the Rice
fans had Arkansas' Joe Kleine so
heated up he could hardly dribble
straight Two seasons ago, Houston
got away with starting a fight in the
final seconds of the game that gave
them the free throws they needed to
come from behind and rob the Owls.
If the place had been full to the rafters
with raging natives, there's no way
the officials would have let this pass.
The greatest idea Thompson has
come up with is to put the enemy
team's bench right smack dab in front
of the Rice student section. In past
seasons, they've had the luxury of
sitting on the far side, next to placid
alumni and visiting loyalists. Now
they' 11 have to deal with Rice hellions
hanging over them, mocking their
every move.
It's awfully hard to have a team
huddle during a crucial time out with
half a dozen raving Rally Clubbers
with basketballs on their heads hang-

ing right over you. An opposing coach
can have an terribly hard time concentrating on the game when the guys
right behind him know why he was
fired from his last job, how many
times his starting center has flunked
remedial english, and where his point
guard was last Saturday night. And
we the Rice fans get to learn all kinds
of newswear words, just by virtue of
our proximity to the visiting talent.
Now, I'm not suggesting that anyone out there do anything rude or
tasteless towards the fine visiting student-athletes that grace our court. But
we can definitely make a difference
for the team this year. We can fill the
basketball stands long before you'll
ever see a capacity crowd at Rice
Stadium. We can make the difference
in some close games at home. We can
be as obnoxius as all hell. Who
knows, it could even help the team
pull out some close ones at home. And
then we won't need Wheel of Fortune
or nude pygmies to keep people in
those seats.

Swimmers make waves at New Orleans meet

by Phillip Miller

After a decisive loss to the Tigers of
Louisiana State on Friday evening,
both the men and women swimmers
recovered to compete much more
effectively on Saturday at the University of New Orleans.
On Friday, the men and women
both faced a tough opponent inLSU's
nationally ranked men's and
women's squads. It was a hard way to
start a weekend of competition. The
team emerged relatively unscathed
from the meet; only their pride was
hurt. Coach Wingenroyh was pleased
with the team's performance despite
the women losing 74-30, and a loss of
71 -29 by the men. Score is kept under
a 5-3-1 system. In each event, five
points are awarded for first place,
three for second, and one point for

taking third. There is one exception to
this scoring—seven points are given
to a winning relay team.
Coach Wingenroth cited two
swimmers as doing particularly well
against LSU. Freshman Mary Roth
excelled for the women, capturing
second place in the 200-yard freestyle (1:57.28) and coming in second
again in a very close 500-yard freestyle (5:08.88). Senior Rob Kroger
also did well, taking one first and one
third place finish against the Tigers.
Considering the competition, the
Rice swimsters put up a commendable showing. They fought off the
urge to relax when competing against
an arguably stronger opponent.
Saturday's matchups were an entirely different matter. The women
calmed the waves, the Green Wave of

Tulane that is. The Lady Privateers of
the University of New Orleans fared
no better against the Owls. They were
sunk 61-30, while Tulane fell 62-51.
The men lost to Tulane in a close
meet, 42-32. There was just one meet
for all three teems, but they competed
separately. In other words, everyone
swam at the same time, but the scores
were figured head to head. Thus,
Mary Roth's 10:42.64 in the 1000yard free style was good enough for
first against Tulane, but >that same
time took second against UNO. The
University of New Orleans has no
men's swim team.
The whole women's team kicked
butt. Against Tulane they took seven
of thirteen first place finishes. The
whole meet came down to the last
race: under pressure, the 400-yard
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The Owls next compete on Friday,
November 20. They will be competing against those Cougettes of the
University of Houston at the UH
Natatorium. They take on Northeast
Louisiana at home the next day at
11:00 A.M. Be there for a splashing
good time.
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freestyle relay team took first by four
one-hundredths of a Second (3:42.50
to 3:42.54) to achieve victory.
The women on the 400 medley
team include Freshman Cathy
Pereira,Senior Carol Snell, Freshman
Mary Roth, and Freshman Carey
Sympson. Needless to say , coach
Wingenroth is pleased with the performance of her freshmen crop of
swimmers. Rob Kroger did well for
the men, taking two seconds while
Jim Brigman took first in the 500yard freestyle.
UNO didn't have a prayer against
the Lady Owls. Their only hope was
for mercy. They didn't receive any.
Coach Wingenroth also commented on the progress made by the
diving team. The recent switch from
swimming to diving of Monika
Ehlers has strengthened an already
strong team, led by Senior Pam Berry.
The men had a good showing, led by
Junior Mike McDonald's second
place finish in the one meter dive
versus Tulane.
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Men's Football
Congratulations to the Robo
Nads w h o d e f e a t e d the
Budmen 13-12 last Friday. They
came to play and ended up
being B-B-Q bound. (Even
though they were ranked second throughout the entire season!)
Men's Basketball
Monday A League
CHELATING LIGANDS
TOO OLD FOR THIS
THE WEATHERMEN
HICKS & SPIC
NAVY
RIBBED TROJANS

WL
3 0

Scoreboard
by Robert Nevill
84-31
Schnappa A La Mode def
Tang Dynasty 88-12
Jacksonville Rockets def Victims of Gravity 26-22
Red H & The 4 Skins def Hamiliton Beach Blenders 40-30
Halls Hoopers def F.A.-Q. 3029
Team Ed def Moral Redistribution 72-15

Play of the Week
Dunking Dooky Dorn. the man
with the Goalie mask at NOD,
stelthfully aquires the ball from
Monday B League
JERRY'S KIDS
% ° out of the tender caress of his
SCHNAPPA A LA MODE
f ° opponent, moving with the
WES & THE QUIGMENS
; grace of an elk he strides down
HIDDEN SALAMIS
\ % the court. All alone as if he
0 3
were the only one in the UniTANG DYNASTY
verse, he moves, he fakes, he
leaps, with the majesty of all
Tuesday A League
2
0
that
has lept before. Then with
JACKSONVILLE ROCKETS
2 0 the unyeilding power of the
R. HEAD & THE 4 SKINS
HAMIL.BEACH BLENDERS 1 2 Gods themselves, Dooooky
1 .2 pumps, then slams the ball
VICTIMS OF GRAVITY
_
u l
home. It's about time you got
SHREDS OF M.'S BRAINS
one Doooky.
Tuesday B League
2 0 Well Johnny, anytime the rankTEAM ED
2
0 ings are ready just give me a
HALL'S HOOPERS
2 1 call.
F.A.-Q
0 2
BALLSY BROWN BRUIS.
0 3 Men's Soccer
MORAL REDISTRIBUT.
Monday League
W L
G. BOUGHT A RUBBER
3 0
Wednesday League
3 0 CALAZONES
3 0
SIGMA EPSILON HOOPS
2 1 14 FEET
2 1
NOTHING BUT NET
2 1 BASS COLLEGE
1 2
ARCHETYPES
2 1 SCAB SOCKER
0 3
CRIMSON GLORY
0 3 B.A.B.B.
0 3
WHOREDOGS
0 3
RIM JOBS
Tuesday League
BUCKMINISTER x
2 0
Thursday League
3 0 SCHMUCH GOOGiE
2 1
THE MONSTERS
2
1
SENSITIVE
BALLS
1 2
AL 8c THE BODYGUARDS
1 2 INTERSCHOLAS. MUSLIMS 0 2
BASKETBALL JONES
1 2
BLOW CHUCK
1 2 Wednesday League
DREAM TEAM II
1 2 W.P.L. UNITED
3 0
BURNING RUBBERS
LOS CHINGOES
3 0
TEAM HATE
1 2
Friday A League
TRAPPIST MONKS
1 2
GEEZERS
BUN HUNTERS
1 2
BITCHEN DUDES
FLAMING CARYATIDS
0 3
MUFF DIVERS
CONCRETE MEMBERS
0 2 Thursday League
G. GIANT'S REVENGE
P.E. 101
3 0
BUON GIORNIO
3 0
Friday B League
2 0 BALLS OUT
2 1
YOU GOTTA BE JOKING
1 1 INTRA. SCABS
1 2
APC RUMPRANGERS
1 1 ROLLER BABES
0 3
ZOO'S TRIBE
1 2 THE HIT MEN
0 3
OFF ME BITCH
1 2
TALL, DARK & IRANIAN
Friday League
REN. NUNS ON WHEELS
3 0
Results of Games Played
3 0
I E Hoops def Nothing But Net DATE RAPI. FROM HELL
MOON OF URANUS
2 1
54-27
1 2
Archetypes def The Whore- GYNO RHINOS
LEATHER BALLS
0 3
dogs 35-30
0 3
Crimislon Glory def Rim Jobs SAFETY IN NUMBERS
53-19
Burning Rubbers def Basket- Saturday 9:15 League
NAUSEA
3 0
ball Jones 45-40
2 1
Al 8c THe Bodyguards def CLEAT STUDS
THE BUBBA'S 8c BUBBETTE 1 2
Dream Team II 38-31
The Monsters def Blow Chuck LAMBS LED TO SIAUGHT. 0 3
37-25
The Geezers def Muff Divers 1 - Saturday 10:30 League
DOWN BOYS
3 0
0 (Forfeit)
3 0
Bitcln Dudes def Concrete KUDU BILTONG
DRIBBL. BALLHANDLERS
2 1
Members 46-28
1 2
APC Rumprangers def Off Me FRANK'S BOYS 8c GIRLS
PSCHOPATHS
0 3
Bitch 1-0 (Forfeit)
0 3
You Gotta Be Joking def Tall, CHAIN GANG F. HELL
Dark 8c Iranian 64-32
Too Old For This def Hicks 8c Spic Results of Games Played
Los Chlngos def Flaming Cary43-24
atids
17-1
The Weathermen def Navy
Bun Hunters def Trapplst Monks
79-44
Chelating Ligands def Ribbed 5-4
WPL United def Team Hate 7Trojans 116-10
Jerry's Kids def Hidden Salamis 1
Buon Giornlo def Intramural

Scabs 9-0
P.E. 101 def Roller Babes 1-0
Renegade Nuns On Wheels
def Gyno Rhinos 7-2
Moon of Uranus def Leather
Balls 12-0
Date Rapist From Hell def
Safety In Numbers 10-0
Nausea def Cleat Studs 6-5
The Bubba's & Bubbette def
Lambs Led To Slaughter 2-1
Dpwn Boys def Chain Gang
From Hell 12-0
Kudu Biltong def Psychopaths
5-4
Dribbling Ballhandlers
def
Frank's Boys 8c Girls 8-0
14 Feet def ScabSocker 8-1
Grandma Bought a Rubber
def Bass College 12-0
Calazones def B.A.B.B. 9-0
Buckmlnster def Schmuch
Googie 4-2
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Robo Nads take title

Soccer Rankings:
by Brett Kimmel
1) Renegade Nuns On Wheels
2) Date Rapist From Hell
3) Buckmlnster
4) WPL United
. 5) Moons Of Uranus
6) LosChingos
7) Calazones
8) Buon Giornio
9) Down Boys
10) Kudu Biltong
11) The Commonwealth Team
Co-ed Basketball Playoffs
Bricks vs. Erica Kane's Crew,
Sun, Nov. 15,6 p.m.
Team Ed vs. See Jurassic Oyster
Run, Wed., Nov. 18,7 p.m.
Men's College Football
Will Rice vs. Brown, Fit,Nov. 13,
4p.m.
Hanzen vs. Baker, Sat., Nov 14,
11 a j n .

Quarterback Steve Ingram of the Robo Nads fires a pass, with protection from
Sten Gustafson. The Nads beat the Budmen 13-12 for the intramural football
title. A T.J. Brudner interception set up the first Nads TD, a strike from Ingram
to Dave Gano. Their second score was on a flea flicker from Ingram to Chris
Cannon to Ganno to Ingram, who hit Dave Shelley for the TP.

Jones vs. Sid Rich, Sat., Nov. 14,
noon
Lovett vs. GSA, Sun., Nov 15, 3
p.m.
Hot Shot Basketball entry

deadline is today, Event held
Sun., Nov. 15, 2 p.m. in Autry
Court. Free Refreshments from
SoHo Drinks and Channelto's
Pi77d.

The Executive Sweet
- A Dessert & Coffee Bar Opening the Week of December 1
IS NOW HIRING

St

Counter Attendants
-Earn Extra MONEY
-Exciting Atmosphere
-Across the Street from The Hard Rock Cafe
-Minutes from Campus
-Full or Part Time
-Day & Night Shifts

We Will Be Interviewing:
On Site at 2720 Kirby
Saturday, November 14th 10 a.m. - 12 noon
Sunday, November 15th
10 a.m. - 12 noon

At the Rice Placement Office
Monday, November 16th
Tuesday, November 17th

10 a.m. - 12 noon
10 a.m. - 12 noon

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
Hope to See You There!
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2EEEEEEBIF YOU HAVE ONE, YOU ARE ONE MISCLASSSS5S5SE
Ten Reasons Why Ball Park Franks
Are Better Than Men:
1. Ball Park franks always plump
when you heat them.
2. Ball Park franks stay pl'imp.
3. Ball Park frankr rre ready in five
minutes.
<1. B air Park franks can be garnished

3" A N D STRETCHING
ADS
We do alterations of all garments.
Clothing design and manufacturing
for men, women and children. Reproductions, simple or complex. Formal
wear, etc. Fast service. Reasonable
rates and 10% discounts offered.
M.D.C. Enterprises, 668-7824.
***

Adoption: Happily married physician and psychologist deeply wish to
adopt white newborn. Warm family
circle, love, opportunities! Medical
expenses paid. Legal, confidential.
Call Ellie and Alan collect 212-7247942.

to taste.
5. Ball Park franks are always nice
and juicy.
6. Ball Park franks don't play "head"
games.
7. Ball Park franks won't get you
nrejr.nr.L
8. Ball Park franks practice safe sex.
9. Ball Park franks come with attractively shaped buns.
10.Ten-packs of Ball Park franks satisfy the most voraciou of appetites.
***

Overheard: I'm not a Republican; I
just like hurting things.

***

Speaking of Sidgets...
Sidgets, do not worry about the misclass, the BPE is just a mean catty
bitch.
Oooh, I just love it when hig, overpowering men put me down to defend
the women they love to ...

***

***

***

Safe Sex Tip: It's okay to look a
Trojan "Horse in the mouth."

***

Governess in the afternoons (3-6
pm) for two school age children. Call
after 6 pm at 661-9983.
***

Free room and board in exchange
for part-time babysitting in Southwest Houston. Call 721-7551.
***

Needed immediately. Sales managers. $2000-6000 monthly, full or parttime, experience not required. Our
space age product developed and
used by NASA is now available for
residential/commercial use to save
22-40% on utility bills. Show the
product to others, it's so exciting and
effective, it sells itself. Details by
telecomputer 24 hours. 684-6818.

***

Sign in Brown: Males are prohibited
from taking showers in this bathroom.
If any showers are reported missing,
there will be a room search!
HI**

A wench is a barmaid.
She brings you your ale
And serves up your aliments
At Ye Olde Rusty Naile.
She's merrie and jollye
And jovial, too.
Afetr all, she makes money
By serving you.
I am a woman.
I'm not your damn maid.
And calling me one
Just won't do, I'm afraid.
I can take "sweetie" and "baby"
With scarcely a flinch,
But if you want my attention.
Stop calling me "wench"\
***

Q: How many Baker girls do^s it take
to cook dinner?
A: Four. Three to guzzle boxed wine
and one to run to Wendy's.
***

It's good to know that in today's tech-

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes

I've made a deal with the Devil! He
said that his control was so great that
I couldn't overcome it, but that he'd
put me to (lie test if I wanted i t He said
that if I could get all of the females in
America to throw down their pants
and come out with their hands up by
Thanksgiving, we'd have all nations
throw down all of their weapons for
good by Christmas.
Well, he's already got the Sidgets in
the bag.

***

Weli, I say it was her own damn fault.
She only thought to ask me if I had
AIDS after she had already finished
off most of the special sundae I had
prepared using my own body fluids as
toppings.

* W S

JUST

GWZ 05 Voofi GOLD PILLING AND
N O 6 0 0 V GETS HURTI

Fri 13

•Friday the Thirteenth!
•Sid TG—watch out for campos and black cats.
•Sid film, American Grafitti, Chan Lec, etc.
•Deadline for preregistration, 5 pm. You can
get in line today, or pay $25 next
semester.
•Last chance to get a date for tomorrow.
•Official man-hating day. They're bad luck.

Sat 14

•Desperanza, Astrovillage Hotel, 10 pm. How
many free drinks do we get?
•Baker Mock Beer-Bike, 2 pm.
•Rice Media Center film. Confidentially Yours,
7:30 & 8:45.
•Men: if you have a penis...

Sun 15

•Super Sunday Hotshot Basketball. What? Ask
your sports rep.
•Wortham Center Gala honoring Rice's 75th .
anniversary.
•Rice Media Center film. Confidentially Yours,
8:45.
•...you are one.

Mon 16

•Male bonding night at the Pub: Monday night
football, Chicago vs. Denver.
•Jones/Baker play, The Three Sisters, Jones
Commons, 8 p.m.
•At River Oaks: Rita, Sue & Bob Too, 5:45,
7:45,9:45.
•Men are only good for one thing,

Tues 17

•Mexican night at the Pub. This is when all of
the seriously cool people go Pubbing.
•Jones/Baker play, The Three Sisters, Jones
Commons, 8 p.m.
•At the Greenway: Weeds, 5, 7:45,10:15.
•and they're not always good at that.

Wed 18

•Band night at the Pub, Sprawl, 9 pm. Explode
into the mu^ic of the 90's.
•Self-schedule exams today.
•Jones/Baker play, The Three Sisters, Jones
Commons, 8 pm.
•In fact the only real dilemma is...

Thu 19

•Self-schedule exams—only one more day.
•One more time: Jones & Baker present The
Three Sisters, Jones Commons, 8 pm.
•Which are worse, men or hamsters?

***

Thermal Misclass: "Engineers are the
pimps of Science."
***

Save money on douches; screw a
pickle.
***

So what's your excuse for not giving
a good blow job?
a. Can't suck.
b. Mouth is too small.
c. Which ingrate complained?
***

Unfortunately men have all sorts of
unrealistic role models surrounding
them: Guns, smokestacks, the Chicago Water Tower, The Chrysler
Building ... These structures never
lose interest in remaining rigid.

HAMSTERS ARE BETTER
N&N
The next OWLS meeting is Fri.,
Nov. 20, at Will Rice.
***

***

Found: a lady's watch, on Thurs.,
Nov. 5, between library and Baker.
Call Melissa, 668-2365 to claim.
*•*

Rice Players presents Jacques and
His Master, Nov. 11-14 and 18-21,
Hamman Hall, 8:00.
*** Call 527-4040.

Crooked teeth

November

***

Ten Reasons Why Artichokes Are
Better Than Men:
1. Artichokes have hearts.
2. Artichokes are best when they are
cold.
3. You can squeeze the juice out of an
artichoke before you eat it.
4. You know no one else has tasted
your artichoke.
5. Artichokes will last as long as you
want.
6. Artichokes don't watch football on
T.V.
7. Artichokes don't care if you're not
in the mood.
8. Artichokes go great with expensive
meals.
9. You don't need to harden your
artichoke in order to enjoy it.
10. You can really sink your teeth into
na artichoke.

Humanities 385: Feminism and
Sexuality was not included in th Addendum to the Schedule of courses
offered. Instructor is Jane Gallop.
Meets T-Th, 9:25-10:40.

V/////////////forr-)i''

MENSTRUATION STARTS WIThTMEN'
CALENDAR

***

To understand is to stand under,
which is to look up to, which is a good
way to under stand.

Top talent has your job! Assignments include clerks, typists, hosts,
hostesses, couriers, inventory and
much more. We can put you to work
now! Top pay! Never a fee! Call 9410616 today! Top Talent
*** Temporaries.
G r e a t j o b opportunities for
students. Many full-time students
now earn SlOOO's each semester
marketing Wm. Ross & Co.'s beautiful fashion jewelry on campus. Call
621-7677. Ask for Bunky.

nological society we haven't lost the
art of watering the sidewalks.

Hans/en's Blood Drive will be held
from 10 to 4 on the 16th. Sign up in the
commons or call***
Barbara Baethge.
Scholarship information is available in the Financial Aid Office on the
following scholarships:
Institute for Rehabilitation and
Research. Must be a current or former patient ofTlKR. Deadline is Nov.
23.
Epilepsy Foundation of America.

tSsSALAMI MAKES A BETTER SANDWICH N&N22S
National Roofing Foundation. For
grad or undergrad students in architecture or engineering.
Society of Naval Architectes and
Marine Engineers. Full tuition.
Deadline is Feb. 1, 1988.
Chinese Professional Club of
Houston. Must be a Houston area
resident of Chinese descent with financial,need. Deadline Nov. 29.
***

United Way needs volunteers to
staff their Information and Referral
Service. Good communication skills
are essential. Call Jim at Student
Advising, 527-4970.
***

Cheap Xmas Transporation! Rider
wanted. Going to Columbia, SC, on
Dec. 16 or 17. Need to share gas and
driving. Stick shift Any destination
between Birmingham, Al., and Columbia is O.K., including Atlanta.
Call Andrea, 630-8059.
***

College Republicans are sponsoring
a food drive ior Thanksgiving. Represenatives will collect cash and canned
goods during lunch at the colleges
through today.
***

Hillel Shabbat Dinner. Fri., Nov. 13
from 6 to 8 pm at the library, Congregation Emanu El.

Lost: Blue key ring with 2 metal
rings. Last seen in Allen Center Lot
on 11/7/87. Call Mike Morris at 6309164 or leave message in Hanszen
Office. Reward. ***
No questions asked.
Foreign Policy Magazine in Washington, DC offers internships (unpaid). The deadline is Nov. 30. More
information in the Office of Student
Advising.
***

KTRU News is coming back in
Spring 1988! Students are needed to
fill News Reporter and Announcer
positions. An orientation meeting
will be held Mon., Nov. 23 at 7 pm at
the KTRU Studios.
***

Artist(s) needed to paint a small
mural of "St. George and the Dragon"
for neighborhood church fair. Food
and other benefits provided, including all supplies. Call 661-4825 for
details.
***

Women's Week XI, Nov. 16-20, at
University of Houston, Clear Lake.
Susan Brownmiller—"Women and
Ambition: The Price of Femininity"—at Bayou Building Auditorium.
$5 for the general public.
***

**•

Campus Crusade for Christ meets
Fri. at 7 in SH 309.

"Jews of Courage, Jews of Hope" A
special presentation on the Jews of the
Soviet Union. Sun., Nov. 15 at 8 pm.
Call Hillel at 749-2271 for further
information.

The Christian Science Organization will meet at3 pm today in the 2nd
floor conference room of the RMC.

***

